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ABSTRACT 
Proteins need to be folded into specific three-dimensional conformations to be 
functional. An extensive network of factors, the protein quality control (PQC) 
machinery, ensures that the cell maintains a healthy proteome by coordinating 
their synthesis, folding, transport and degradation. A disruption in this 
machinery can lead to accumulation of protein aggregates, which is a hallmark 
of aging and many human pathologies. A key question in research on PQC is 
why and how certain aberrant proteins cause proteotoxicity, while others can 
be efficiently handled by the PQC. Sequestration of aggregates into larger 
inclusions and their deposition at distinct cellular sites have been suggested to 
be cytoprotective functions of spatial PQC. 

The articles included in this thesis use budding yeast to study spatial PQC in 
heat-stressed cells. Expanding the toolbox by a set of misfolding reporters and 
comparing their behavior revealed that diverse protein species are cleared at 
differential rates, even when residing in shared, intermixed protein inclusions. 
Using genome-wide screens, we pinpointed Sed5 and Sec7, major regulators 
of vesicle trafficking, as key factors controlling spatial PQC and disease 
protein detoxification. Electron microscopy of heat-stressed cells showed that 
aggregates localize predominantly in proximity to both mitochondria and 
virus-like particles. Our findings contribute to an increased understanding of 
three major features of spatial PQC: aggregate clearance, sequestration and 
intracellular location. 
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aging, mitochondria, virus-like particles   
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SAMMANFATTNING PÅ SVENSKA 
Definiering av processer involverade i rumslig 
proteinkvalitets-kontroll i Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
Proteiner behöver veckas till en tredimensionell struktur för att vara 
funktionella. Ett stort nätverk av olika faktorer - tillsammans kallat 
proteinkvalitets-kontroll - säkerställer att celler vidmakthåller ett friskt 
’proteome’ (cellens kompletta arsenal av olika proteiner) genom att koordinera 
och balansera proteiners syntes, veckning, transport och nedbrytning. Många 
sjukdomar, samt åldrande, kännetecknas av störningar i denna balans och en 
ackumulering av proteinaggregat. En nyckelfråga inom forskningen kring 
proteinkvalitets-kontroll är varför och hur vissa fel-veckade proteiner är 
särskilt skadliga för cellen medan andra hanteras effektivt. Den rumsliga, eller 
spatiala, kvalitetskontrollen samlar proteinaggregat i stora konglomerat på 
avgränsade platser i cellen; en process som antas skydda cellen mot de toxiska 
effekter ett fel-veckat protein kan orsaka.    

Denna avhandling har använt jäst för att studera rumslig kvalitetskontroll i 
värmestressade celler och en utvidgad repertoar av fluorescerande rapportörer 
för proteinveckning och aggregering. Analysen av dessa rapportörer visar att 
olika fel-veckade proteiner rensas med olika hastighet i cellen även när de 
återfinns i samma protein-konglomerat. Med hjälp av en genom-vid 
undersökning fann vi att Sed5 och Sec7, nyckelfaktorer i cellens vesikel-
transport, kontrollerar rumslig kvalitetskontroll och skyddar mot 
sjukdomsalstrande proteiner. Elektronmikroskopi visade att konglomerat av 
fel-veckade proteiner i övervägande grad ansamlas vid mitokondrier och virus-
lika partiklar. Våra resultat medverkar till en ökad förståelse för hur och var 
fel-veckade proteiner ansamlas vid speciella lokus och avlägsnas från cellen.  
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AIM OF THE THESIS 
The aim of this thesis was to elucidate the pathways of spatial PQC (sPQC) of 
cytosolic proteins upon heat stress and replicative aging using Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae. The articles included in this thesis focus on three major features of 
cytosolic PQC: the clearance of visible protein aggregates, the sequestration of 
aggregates into larger inclusions and their intracellular location.  

For this, we expanded the proteostasis toolbox with non-toxic misfolding 
reporter proteins that are handled by the PQC machinery. I sought out to 
characterize fluorescent protein fusions of Hsp104, a commonly used marker 
for endogenous protein aggregates (Paper I), and guk1-7, gus1-3 and pro3-1, 
three yeast proteins that misfold upon elevated temperature (Paper II). We 
aimed to identify common and distinct PQC pathways among these reporters 
and found that the removal of different protein species out of the cells occurred 
at differential rates, even when they resided in intermixed inclusions (Paper 
II).   

To complement candidate-based approaches that identified sorting factors of 
sPQC during heat stress, we employed a fluorescent protein fusion of Hsp104 
for genome-wide screens using high-content microscopy (Paper III, IV). This 
approach led to the identification of new factors of sPQC, which are not part 
of the canonical proteostasis network (PN), specifically Sed5 and Sec7 of the 
vesicle trafficking machinery. We aimed to test the relevance of this pathway 
in a broader sense of proteotoxicity and found that it affects fitness upon other 
proteotoxic stress and acts in disease protein detoxification (Paper III, IV). 

Previous studies showed that heat-induced protein aggregates localize to 
mitochondria and we intended to examine this intracellular localization in 
more detail (Paper III). We performed a genome-wide screen with high-content 
microscopy for factors required for formation of inclusions at this site and 
found that the machineries involved in this sPQC pathway differ depending on 
the protein species (Paper V). Imaging heat-stressed yeast cells at ultra-
resolution allowed us to identify another cellular component that is in 
proximity to inclusions at mitochondria, the virus-like particles, which may 
provide novel insights into the potential significance of the localization of 
aggregates (Paper V).
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1 PROTEIN QUALITY CONTROL 
Proteins perform numerous essential functions in the cell; they act as enzymes, 
provide structure and carry out signaling tasks. They are ubiquitous in all forms 
of life and are encoded by the genome. Proteins have a certain timespan in 
which they are functional and active before being removed from the cell. 
Consequently, cells constantly produce, fold and degrade proteins (Figure 1). 
At all times and especially when environmental conditions change, these 
processes need to be in a functional balance in the cell, called proteostasis 
(protein homeostasis) (Balch et 
al., 2008). As proteins are critical 
for survival, a well-buffered 
machinery, the proteostasis 
network (PN), ensures their 
function (Hartl et al., 2011; Hipp 
et al., 2014). The PN consists of 
the translational machinery, 
molecular chaperones and co-
chaperones and the two main 
proteolytic pathways, the 
ubiquitin-proteasome system 
(UPS) and autophagy (Labbadia 
and Morimoto, 2015a).  

Proteins are diverse macromolecules, made up of amino acids that form 
polypeptide chains. The amino acids are determined by the genetic code, which 
is first transcribed into mRNA and then translated into polypeptide chains by 
ribosomes. The information to reach their functional three-dimensional 
structure is found within the amino acid sequence and folding is driven by 
hydrophobic forces, which cause proteins to hide their hydrophobic regions 
(non-polar amino acids) within a protein core to maintain a stable native state 
within the polar cytosol. In addition, molecular chaperones facilitate the 
folding process. 

Changes in intracellular and environmental conditions challenge proteostasis 
as proteins can get damaged and un- or misfold, causing them to lose their 
stable structure (Figure 2). Stressors are, for example, a change in pH or 
temperature, exposure to cell-damaging agents such as UV, or oxidative stress. 
Aberrant proteins can also be generated due to mutations or erroneous 
translation. In addition, the cellular concentration of proteins above a certain 
threshold depending on their solubility causes them to be particularly 

Figure 1: Protein homeostasis is the balanced 
synthesis, folding and degradation of proteins to 
maintain a functional proteome. 
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Figure 1: Protein homeostasis is the balanced 
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maintain a functional proteome. 
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vulnerable to misfolding, as they adopt metastable, aggregation-prone states 
(supersaturation) (Ciryam et al., 2013, 2015). When protein function and 
stability are not maintained, proteostasis is at risk, posing an immediate threat 
to survival not only due to loss-of-function of essential proteins but also due to 
consequences of the crowded milieu that the cell provides, since aberrant 
proteins can enter toxic gain-of-function interactions with other proteins 
(Gidalevitz et al., 2006; Olzscha et al., 2011; Park et al., 2013; Watanabe et al., 
2001; Yu et al., 2014). They can also enter an unfolded or intermediate folding 
state, either directly during/after translation or by leaving their once stable 
native fold. Misfolded proteins disturb proteostasis by exposing their 
hydrophobic sequences that are normally buried within the protein core, 
provoking further misfolding of other proteins in the cell and protein 

Figure 2: Protein fates in the cell. Nascent polypeptide chains are generated through translation 
and adopt a functional three-dimensional state. Proteins can misfold and pose a risk to 
proteostasis. Misfolded proteins can aggregate into amorphous or amyloid-like aggregates or be 
degraded. Disaggregation of amorphous aggregates allows recovery of the protein for 
subsequent refolding or degradation. 
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aggregation. The aggregates themselves can interfere with cellular function 
and sequester functional proteins or factors of protein quality control (PQC), 
which are consequently not available to facilitate folding of nascent 
polypeptide chains. Exposure of hydrophobic residues that seed aggregation 
can also lead to proteins forming highly structured, fibrillar aggregates called 
amyloids, which are hallmark protein accumulations of various pathologies. It 
is thus crucial that the cell targets aberrant proteins for refolding, degradation 
or sequestration into larger inclusions at protective sites to evade potential 
proteotoxicity (Balchin et al., 2016; Hartl et al., 2011; Hartl and Hayer-Hartl, 
2009; Hipp et al., 2014; Sontag et al., 2014, 2017).     

Denatured proteins can adopt different types of nonfunctional, aggregated 
forms and are generally categorized into amorphous aggregates and amyloids 
or amyloid-like aggregates. Amorphous aggregates are unstructured and 
expose hydrophobic patches, while amyloid-like aggregates are densely 
packed b-sheet-containing fibrils. Amyloidogenic/amyloid-like aggregates are 
common of prion and other neurological diseases. The categorization into these 
two types of protein aggregates is a simplification, since even the same protein 
species can adopt different aggregation structures with varying properties and 
effects on the cell and the aggregate structure is not always known (Caron et 
al., 2014; Gruber et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2010).   
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2 MISFOLDED PROTEINS IN DISEASE 
AND AGING 

The accumulation of aberrant or damaged proteins is found in numerous 
human pathologies, often incurable and many of them associated with aging, 
including neurodegenerative diseases, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, prion 
diseases, diabetes and cancer. They commonly entail protein conformation 
changes and aggregation and pose a challenge to understanding the exact 
mechanisms of toxicity due to the widespread effects of the proteinaceous 
accumulations. It is often unclear whether the aggregation of a protein is toxic 
in itself or cytoprotective. To make the study of such diseases even more 
complicated, the proteotoxicity is often not the only observed phenotype in 
models and patients. For example, many neurodegenerative diseases 
accumulate aggregates in the nucleus and cytoplasm of neurons but are 
concomitantly associated with mitochondrial dysfunction (Borsche et al., 
2021; Ocampo et al., 2010; Papsdorf et al., 2015; Solans et al., 2006; 
Sorrentino et al., 2017). The following two sections highlight the significance 
of studying cellular PQC for human health by giving examples of protein 
conformational diseases and describing the deterioration of the proteostasis 
system during aging. Established yeast models are available for research 
addressing misfolded proteins in disease and aging and several will be 
discussed in more detail throughout the thesis. 

2.1 PRION DISEASES 
Prions are proteins that have adopted an alternative conformation and are self-
propagating and transmissible. The proteins contain prion-domains that are 
intrinsically disordered and QN-rich. These characteristics of the amino acid 
sequence suffice for prion and amyloid formation. The hereditary element is 
the alternative protein isoform itself. Such a concept of transmission has first 
been shown using a yeast prion (Kraus et al., 2013; Wickner, 1994; Wickner 
et al., 2015) and is of major interest due to known mammalian prion diseases 
such as sheep scrapie, human Creutzfeldt-Jacob and bovine spongiform 
encephalopathy. These prion diseases are characterized by specific regular 
cellular proteins adopting alternative folds that cause the formation of 
insoluble cross-b sheet aggregates, called amyloids (Shewmaker et al., 2006; 
Wickner et al., 2008). These aggregates recruit the PQC machinery for their 
propagation: several chaperones are required to shear the fibrils into smaller 
fragments, which then act as “seeds” that nucleate further protein aggregation 
and prion segregation. While the articles included in this thesis do not cover 
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prions, they serve as a valuable example for the role of PQC in human disease 
and share many PQC factors with the machinery that handles other types of 
protein aggregates and protects the cells from proteotoxicity.  

Much work on cellular mechanisms of prions has been done using budding 
yeast. An early study was able to demonstrate the link between the Sup35 
prion, [PSI+] and the disaggregase Hsp104 in prion propagation, which is the 
general disaggregase in budding yeast and part of a tri-chaperone machinery 
that targets not only b-sheet rich amyloidogenic but also amorphous aggregates 
and attempts to re-solubilize them. Hsp104 is unable to aid in removal of prions 
as it can only fragment the fibrillar prion accumulations into smaller parts, 
which ends up promoting their propagation. Prions thus hijack the cellular 
PQC machinery for proliferation (Chernova et al., 2017; Liebman and 
Chernoff, 2012). However, other parts of the proteostasis machinery are 
capable of curing cells from prions (Kryndushkin et al., 2008). Consequently, 
the proteostasis machinery is intimately linked to prions and in-depth 
understanding of mechanisms of the PQC is necessary to advance research on 
prion diseases (Chernova et al., 2017).  

2.2 OTHER NEURODEGENERATIVE 
DISEASES 

A certain type of neurodegenerative disease manifests in the accumulation of 
polyglutamine-extended proteins, which form fibrillar amyloids. Such polyQ-
expansions are hereditary, mostly in an autosomal-dominant fashion, due to an 
abnormal increase in number of CAG repeats within the coding region of a 
gene. The most prominent example of a neurological disorder based on an 
expanded polyQ tract within a regular cellular protein is Huntington’s Disease 
(HD) (Sampaio-Marques et al., 2019). Similar to prions, the aggregates formed 
by mutant Huntingtin are mainly insoluble b-sheet-rich aggregates with a high 
tendency to aggregate with themselves. However, also other types of mutant 
Huntingtin aggregates have been described, such as soluble oligomers, which 
makes it challenging to understand the exact mechanism of toxicity in HD. 
Despite much effort and many model systems, consensus on what lies behind 
toxicity and distinguishes it from other types of protein aggregates has not been 
reached (Tenreiro and Outeiro, 2010). In Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), two 
proteins have been found to form extracellular fibrils: amyloid beta forms 
extracellular plaques and tau captures microtubules and creates neurofibrillary 
tangles. The central idea for toxicity is the same as for other amyloid diseases 
in that the presence of amyloid accumulations induces neuronal loss. 
Parkinson’s Disease (PD) and Dementia with Lewy Bodies both display 
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aggregating alpha-synuclein, (Franssens et al., 2010; Tenreiro et al., 2017), 
however, it is unclear whether soluble precursors or large inclusions or a 
combination of both are causative of neurotoxicity. Interestingly, much support 
for a role of alpha-synuclein in endocytosis has accumulated over recent years, 
which makes this neurological disease protein especially interesting in the 
context of the connection between PQC and vesicle trafficking (Ahmadpour et 
al., 2020; Treusch et al., 2011). Strikingly, it is evident that only certain protein 
species are associated with neurological disease etiology and even though there 
is no obvious sequence similarity among these known disease proteins, they 
all form amyloidogenic aggregates (Labbadia and Morimoto, 2015a). 

2.3 PROTEIN QUALITY CONTROL IN AGING 
Aging is a universal process that affects nearly all living organisms and is 
characterized by a gradual, progressive decline of cellular functions. The 
lifespan of organisms differs greatly between species, indicating that while 
aging overall is inevitable, the rate of aging may be modifiable. Thus, research 
focuses largely on aging-interventions and therapeutic means to tackle age-
associated pathologies that imply higher mortality, such as cardiovascular 
diseases, atherosclerosis, inflammation, neurodegeneration and cancer (López-
Otín et al., 2013). Since aging is complex and multifactorial, the fundamentals 
of aging need to be studied in simplified systems. Mechanisms of aging within 
the cell are intertwined, remarkably conserved across species and most 
importantly, still unsolved.  

Aging is characterized by the intracellular accumulation of damage. One of the 
defined hallmarks of aging is the deterioration of proteostasis (López-Otín et 
al., 2013). The proteostasis machinery maintains a functional proteome during 
regular growth conditions and during stress. And while the PN is outstandingly 
robust and adaptable to various stress conditions, during aging it eventually 
loses its ability to manage aberrant and damaged proteins and overall declines 
in function. The link between aging and neurodegenerative disorders signifies 
how the proteostasis collapse during aging contributes to human pathology. 
Notably, modifying the capacity of the PQC machinery enables longer life- 
and healthspan of various organisms. The PN is thus considered a potential 
target for age-related disease therapeutics and aging interventions. It is certain 
that proteostasis needs to be investigated in multicellular systems, across 
tissues and organs to ultimately understand human aging. However, aging is 
currently far from fully understood on the cellular level, especially regarding 
the temporal organization of the cellular and proteostasis decline during aging 
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and the interconnectivity of aging (Gottschling and Nyström, 2017; Hill et al., 
2017).   

The decrease and ultimate collapse in cellular functions is connected to the 
focus of cells to allocate their resources to reproductivity (Labbadia and 
Morimoto, 2015b; Shai et al., 2014; Shemesh et al., 2013). This principle can 
be applied, for example, to the asymmetric inheritance of aging factors when 
cells divide, which facilitates rejuvenation of progeny at the cost of aging of 
the progenitor cell due to damage accumulation. The decline in proteostasis 
during aging is known to manifest in numerous ways and disturbs several parts 
of the PN. Indeed, the entire proteome undergoes remodeling during aging, 
including changes in the PN itself, and culminates in age-dependent protein 
aggregation. The ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS), which oversees disposal 
of functional proteins for regular turnover and aberrant proteins, decreases in 
activity when cells age in various model systems (Torres et al., 2006; Vilchez 
et al., 2012; Walther et al., 2015). This can result in a detrimental feedback 
loop, since aggregated proteins can sequester proteasomes and impair their 
function further (Bence et al., 2001; Holmberg et al., 2004). Boosting 
proteasome capacity improves proteostasis in old cells and extends lifespan to 
some extent (Andersson et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2019). In fact, increasing 
levels of numerous PN pathways at once by overproducing master regulators 
of stress-adaptive responses has been shown to restore proteostasis and health 
upon aging (Ben-Zvi et al., 2009). Another major contributor to proteostasis, 
the molecular chaperone system, has also been found to change substantially 
upon aging, in that certain parts of the network become in- or decreased in their 
expression (Brehme et al., 2014). Specifically, small Hsps, ATP-independent 
chaperones (Section 3.1.3), are induced upon aging (Walther et al., 2015), 
while ATP-dependent chaperone families are repressed. Such changes in 
chaperone expression levels were observed in human brain datasets, and thus 
present a direct link between proteostasis, aging and age-associated 
neurological diseases (Brehme et al., 2014). 
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3 THE PROTEOSTASIS NETWORK 
A healthy proteome is crucial for cell function and survival, as exemplified by 
the deterioration of proteostasis in many diseases and upon aging. Cells contain 
numerous dedicated factors and mechanisms, which operate in a concerted 
manner to maintain proteostasis by ensuring and regulating proper synthesis, 
folding, transport and degradation of proteins, and to prevent proteotoxicity. 
Molecular chaperones play key roles within all these PQC pathways and thus 
constitute a major part of the proteostasis network (PN).  

Budding yeast has two lines of defense to evade proteotoxicity, the temporal 
and the spatial PQC. Temporal PQC is considered to consist of chaperones, the 
26S proteasome and autophagy pathways and controls folding and re-folding 
of proteins, degradation of misfolded proteins and of functional proteins as a 
regular turnover mechanism. The spatial PQC machinery handles oligomers 
and aggregated proteins by sequestration into larger inclusions at protective 
locations and acts in parallel to the temporal PQC (Hill et al., 2017; Josefson 
et al., 2017). 

3.1 MOLECULAR CHAPERONES 
Molecular chaperones act through binding and releasing client proteins and are 
thus not part of the client itself but aid in the protein folding process and other 
proteostasis pathways. Chaperones were initially discovered in Drosophila 
melanogaster upon heat shock and were thus named heat shock proteins (Hsps) 
(Ritossa, 1962) but are actually induced upon exposure to various stresses to 
ensure proteostasis in adverse conditions. As cells have to maintain 
proteostasis during standard growth as well, various Hsps are constitutively 
expressed. Molecular chaperones are categorized into families based on their 
molecular weight in kilodalton and are highly conserved from yeast to human. 
Budding yeast has 63 chaperones, which are categorized into small heat shock 
proteins (sHsps), Hsp100/AAA+, Hsp70, Hsp90, Hsp40, CCT/TRiC, 
Prefoldin/GimC, Hsp60 and Hsp10 (Gong et al., 2009). Some of these act 
specifically in/at organelles, the ER and mitochondria, while others function in 
the cytoplasm and nucleus. Strikingly, chaperones are capable of handling 
vastly different protein clients, which is exemplified by the ability of yeast 
chaperones to target human disease proteins without yeast homologs. 
Additionally, nucleotide exchange factors (NEFs), chaperonins and non-
canonical chaperones contribute to proteostasis. The PN is further extended by 
recent genome-wide analyses, which revealed unforeseen pathways to be 
limiting for PQC. For example, vesicle trafficking and components within the 
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machinery were pinpointed as factors required for functional PQC, even 
though these factors are not part of the cytosolic PN network themselves (Hill 
et al., 2016, Paper III, IV). 

The PQC system is well-buffered, mainly on account of pathway 
interconnectivity and of (partial) redundancy between chaperones and 
associated PN factors (Gong et al., 2009). For example, yeast encodes four 
cytosolic Hsp70s (Ssa1-4), which are >80% identical and of which only one 
needs to be functional to ensure survival. Furthermore, ubiquitin ligases in 
several cellular compartments function redundantly to facilitate degradation of 
substrates (Breckel and Hochstrasser, 2021, Section 3.2). Most single deletions 
of PQC genes do not result in fitness defects, even when global misfolding is 
induced by continuous 37°C heat stress or exposure to azetidine-2-carboxylic 
acid (Trotter et al., 2002). Though proteostasis imbalance occurs in such 
conditions, cells evade proteotoxicity by activating other cellular pathways that 
compensate fitness defects (Ghosh et al., 2019).  

3.1.1 HSP70S AND HSP40S 
The Hsp70 family of chaperones is highly conserved and ubiquitous. They are 
central to the PN as they assist in all processes of proteostasis, both in basal 
and stress-related functions, including de novo polypeptide folding, 
translocation of polypeptides into mitochondria and ER, protein refolding, 
degradation and sequestration of proteins (Rosenzweig et al., 2019). They act 
in an ATP-dependent manner and cooperate with several other PN factors, 
such as Hsp90, Hsp40s (J-domain proteins) and NEFs. As they perform central 
functions of PQC, Hsp70 family members handle substrates not only found in 
the cytosol but also exist as specialized Hsp70s in organelles, for example 
within mitochondria. 

Hsp70s contain an N-terminal ATP-binding domain, a peptide binding domain 
and an unstructured C-terminal region and generally bind substrates that 
expose short hydrophobic motifs due to (partial) unfolding (Rüdiger et al., 
1997). Hsp70s act through perpetual cycles of substrate binding and release, 
which continue until the substrate reaches its functional, native conformation. 
ATP binding causes Hsp70 to adopt an open state, allowing the substrate to 
bind. Subsequent ATP hydrolysis, often facilitated by Hsp40s, leads to a high 
affinity state of Hsp70 for the substrate, causing a closed structure of the 
chaperone, which thereby traps the substrate. In a final step, which can be 
accelerated by NEFs, the exchange of ADP to ATP releases the substrate. As 
Hsp70 function is rate-limited by ATP hydrolysis and nucleotide exchange, 
cooperation with Hsp40s and NEFs increase Hsp70 efficiency. In yeast, there 
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machinery were pinpointed as factors required for functional PQC, even 
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are seven Hsp70s in the cytosol. Ssb1 and Ssb2 function with Ssz1 and its 
Hsp40 co-chaperone Zuo1 as co-translational chaperones, forming the 
ribosome-associated complex (RAC), and Ssa1-4 are active with and without 
stress and carry out basal functions of proteostasis. The four Ssa isoforms 
exhibit high homology with different expression patterns. While presence of 
one Ssa suffices to ensure cellular survival, their functions are not entirely 
redundant, which manifests in several PQC defects in SSA mutant strains 
(Andersson et al., 2021; Sharma and Masison, 2008; Werner-Washburne et al., 
1987). 

The diversity of cellular functions of Hsp70s in basal and stress conditions 
implies a vast substrate recognition ability, which may be expanded by 
cooperation with other factors of the PN. In fact, apart from variations in the 
sequences of Hsp70s, which determine substrate specificity and function to 
some extent (Sharma and Masison, 2011), a major contributor to the 
recognition of clients are the diverse Hsp40s (Misselwitz et al., 1998). These 
Hsp70 co-chaperones contain a characteristic J-domain, which facilitates their 
ATPase stimulating activity. Hsp40s bind substrates for handover and can 
introduce conformational changes within them to facilitate Hsp70 client 
binding and downstream processing (Kellner et al., 2014). Hsp40s are versatile 
co-chaperones of Hsp70 and other chaperone families (Reidy et al., 2014), for 
example capable of determining the fate of aberrant proteins arising upon heat 
stress (den Brave et al., 2020) and of tail-anchored membrane proteins on their 
way to the ER (Cho et al., 2021).  

3.1.2 HSP100 
Another major class of chaperones that operates together with Hsp70s is the 
conserved Hsp100 AAA+ ATPases (ATPase associated with diverse cellular 
activities), which are found in bacteria and eukaryotes, but not in metazoans, 
and are mainly in charge of protein reactivation and disaggregation after 
proteostasis perturbance. The ATP-dependent Hsp100s in E. coli (ClpB) and 
S. cerevisiae (Hsp104) are known to provide thermotolerance to the cells and 
to reactivate proteins to regain a functional proteome upon protein folding 
stress (Parsell et al., 1994). The ClpB/Hsp104-type Hsp100s contain two 
nucleotide binding domains, an M-domain that regulates protein 
disaggregation and an N-terminal domain that initiates substrate interaction. 
Hsp100 monomers assemble into a homohexameric ring with a small central 
pore. Assembled Hsp100 likely performs its disaggregation activity by 
extracting polypeptides from protein aggregates via a threading mechanism, 
which translocates them through the central pore of the hexamer and thus 
enables Hsp70-Hsp40 to access the substrate for refolding. Partial threading of 
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the substrate through the pore is sufficient for effective aggregate 
solubilization (Haslberger et al., 2008). Hsp70 is also directly required for 
Hsp104 function as Hsp70 triggers substrate threading through the inner cavity 
of the disaggregase. As such, Hsp70-Hsp100 are commonly viewed as a bi-
chaperone system and can even be extended to an Hsp40-Hsp70-Hsp100 tri-
chaperone system based on the co-operation between Hsp70s and Hsp40s 
(Winkler et al., 2012). During heat stress, the co-operation of small Hsps 
becomes relevant as well, which likely act to stabilize and sequester aggregates 
(Ehrnsperger et al., 1997; Ratajczak et al., 2009). As Hsp70s are versatile, they 
target various substrates for disaggregation, including stress granules, heat-
induced protein aggregates and amyloidogenic inclusions (Cherkasov et al., 
2013; Gao et al., 2015; Walters et al., 2015; Winkler et al., 2012, Paper II). 

The general disaggregase Hsp104 in yeast is a key chaperone to understand 
mechanisms of stress recovery and protein disaggregation. Specifically in 
sPQC research, fluorescently tagged Hsp104 is commonly used as a marker 
for endogenous protein aggregates (Paper I). Hsp104 has low basal expression 
levels as its function is not required during non-stress conditions but becomes 
strongly upregulated when cells experience proteotoxic stress and localizes to 
small protein aggregates and distinct intracellular inclusions. Loss of Hsp104 
manifests in several defective PQC pathways under stress conditions, 
including loss of thermotolerance, impaired inclusion formation and aggregate 
clearance during physiological heat stress, symmetric inheritance of aberrant 
proteins, accumulation of age-associated protein deposits and shortened 
replicative lifespan (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013; Hill et al., 2016; Sanchez and 
Lindquist, 1990; Specht et al., 2011).  

In metazoans, Hsp100s exist exclusively in the mitochondria, likely due to the 
costly maintenance of ClpB/Hsp104 in unstressed cells (Escusa-Toret et al., 
2013). However, disaggregation activity was found also in the cytosol and 
nucleus of metazoans, which is promoted via unclear mechanisms by Hsp70, 
Hsp40 and NEFs, such as Hsp110 (Rampelt et al., 2012). 

3.1.3 SMALL HSPS 
The chaperone class small Hsps (sHsps) is rather diverse and promiscuous 
Nevertheless, sHsps share common features, including a small molecular mass, 
an ATP-independent mode of action, a distinctive a-crystallin domain flanked 
by diverse unstructured N- and C-termini, and the ability to dynamically form 
oligomers (Haslbeck and Vierling, 2015). 
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In yeast, there are two cytosolic sHsps, Hsp42 and Hsp26, and both are non-
essential. While Hsp26 is only produced upon stress through activation by 
Hsf1 and Msn2/4 transcription factors (Amorós and Estruch, 2001), Hsp42 is 
both constitutively active and involved in the post-stress reactivation of 
proteins (Haslbeck et al., 2004; Susek and Lindquist, 1990; Ungelenk et al., 
2016). The function of sHsps that was determined first was their binding to 
early unfolding intermediates to keep them in a near-native conformation. This 
prevents unhinged aggregation and terminal misfolding by keeping substrates 
in complexes for Hsp104-Hsp70 to access. sHsps thus present as a first line of 
defense upon exposure to protein folding stress. Additionally, Hsp42 performs 
aggregase function in that it sequesters substrates for deposition at distinct 
cellular sites. Specifically, Hsp42 promotes CytoQ formation, sorting to 
peripheral aggregates and formation of age-associated aggregate depositions 
(Jakob et al., 1993; Saarikangas and Barral, 2015; Ungelenk et al., 2016). The 
sHsps cooperate with other molecular chaperones, e.g. in Hsp100-Hsp70 
recruitment and in aggregate clearance by degradation. The function of sHsps 
in sPQC is further discussed in 3.3 Spatial PQC. 

3.1.4 OTHER CHAPERONES AND AUXILIARY 
FACTORS OF THE PN 

Hsp90 is an ATP-dependent family of chaperones mainly involved in folding 
of nascent polypeptides, acting downstream of Hsp70. In budding yeast, the 
two cytosolic Hsp90 isoforms together (the cognate Hsc82 and the stress-
induced Hsp82) are essential, as they act in crucial functions such as signaling, 
but are only required for de novo folding of a subset of proteins (Borkovich et 
al., 1989; Nathan et al., 1997; Schopf et al., 2017). Hsp90 is regulated by its 
vast number of co-chaperones, which for example execute handover of clients 
between Hsp70 and Hsp90 (McClellan et al., 2007).  

Chaperonins, or Hsp60, are commonly categorized into subfamilies to 
distinguish, among others, the GroEL/GroES-type complexes found in bacteria 
and endosymbiotic organelles and the TCP-1-type complexes in archaea and 
the eukaryotic cytosol. The essential eukaryotic chaperonin CCT (Chaperonin 
Containing TCP-1), also named TRiC (T-complex protein Ring Complex), 
oligomerizes into a ring-shaped complex with a central cavity and facilitates 
folding of clients, including the cytoskeletal components actin (trough 
cooperation with the chaperone family Prefoldin/GimC) and tubulin, in an 
ATP-dependent manner (Gestaut et al., 2019). It has also been implicated as a 
modulator of protein aggregation (Behrends et al., 2006; Nollen et al., 2004; 
Tam et al., 2006).  
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An example of a non-canonical chaperone is the peroxiredoxin Tsa1 in yeast, 
which acts as a peroxidase and can exert chaperone function to combat protein 
damage in the cytosol upon oxidative stress or during translation. When cells 
are exposed to H2O2, Tsa1 oligomerizes, recognizes misfolded and aggregated 
proteins, and recruits Hsp70 with its Hsp40 Sis1 (in contrast to Ydj1 during 
heat stress) and Hsp104. Tsa1 thus exerts an unusual oxidative stress-specific 
chaperone function, which is dispensable during heat stress (Hanzén et al., 
2016; Trotter et al., 2008).  

Nucleotide exchange factors (NEFs) catalyze the substitution of ADP with 
ATP during Hsp70 cycles. In budding yeast, there are three classes of Hsp70 
NEFs: the two Hsp110 family proteins Sse1 and Sse2, and Fes1 and Snl1. They 
interact with Hsp70 in several chaperone functions. For example, NEFs 
promote Hsp70 efficiency and recruitment of Hsp70 with its client to the UPS 
for degradation, thereby ultimately determining the fate of the substrate and 
preventing aggregation (Dragovic et al., 2006; Gowda et al., 2013; Kandasamy 
and Andréasson, 2018; Mayer and Bukau, 2005).  

3.2 TEMPORAL PQC 
The temporal PQC machinery and its components are highly conserved 
(Figure 3). The correct native fold of a nascent polypeptide chain is often 
reached with the help of several chaperone families, especially transient 
binding of Hsp70 and Hsp40, co-chaperones and nucleotide exchange factors. 
Some proteins require other or additional chaperones for maturation, e.g.  
Hsp90. During the folding process, hydrophobic residues are buried within the 
protein core by binding of chaperones. This ultimately ensures a stable fold of 
de novo proteins or during their trafficking and hinders any improper 
interactions of hydrophobic side chains of the polypeptide emerging at the 
ribosome. When proteins (partially) un- or misfold, either due to intracellular 
(e.g. changes in expression level, erroneous translation, aging) or 
environmental causes (e.g. heat, oxidative stress), they often expose 
hydrophobic residues to the aqueous cytosol. They risk the loss-of-function 
and aggregation of the protein itself and of other proteins, improper protein-
protein interactions and may interfere with other biological functions and 
membranes (Balchin et al., 2016; Gonzalez-Garcia et al., 2021). Notably, not 
only protein synthesis and folding are costly for the cell but misfolding is as 
well: it may cause a loss-of-function of the misfolded protein itself or a toxic 
gain-of-function, and the futile production of an aberrant protein uses resources 
of the PN that are needed for essential processes. Under non-stress conditions, 
protein folding in yeast is likely highly efficient, as protein misfolding, even at 
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low levels, comes at a high dosage-dependent fitness cost (Geiler-Samerotte et 
al., 2011). 

Figure 3: Overview of temporal PQC. The temporal PQC handles folding, refolding and 
degradation of proteins. Most processes are facilitated through the Hsp70-Hsp40 system. The 
main proteolytic pathways are the ubiquitin-proteasome system and autophagy at the vacuole. 
When proteins misfold, they can assemble into amorphous aggregates, which the disaggregase 
Hsp104 can entangle to allow their subsequent processing; reactivation by Hsp70-Hsp40 or 
degradation. 
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3.2.1 REGULATION OF THE PN 
Upon an excess of aberrant proteins, eukaryotes induce genes required to 
maintain proteostasis by activating the master regulator HSF1 of a conserved 
transcriptional program, named heat shock response (HSR). In non-stress 
conditions, Hsf1 is required at basal expression levels to prevent protein 
misfolding in the cell and its stress response causes considerable up-regulation 
of expression of PN factors (Solís et al., 2016). Hsf1 is regulated by chaperone 
titration: once an excess of protein aggregates and other chaperone clients 
accumulate in the cytoplasm, Hsp70 is competed away from Hsf1 towards 
those substrates so that Hsf1 is free to induce the HSR in the nucleus. Hsf1 
DNA-binding and transcription regulation also targets Hsp70 production, 
creating a negative feedback loop (Krakowiak et al., 2018). Once an excess of 
PN factors is reached in the cytosol again, Hsp70 resumes its function as a 
negative regulator of Hsf1 and HSR activation ceases (Masser et al., 2019). 
The negative Hsf1 regulation once stress ends appears to mostly rely on Hsp70 
but may involve additional PN factors (Kmiecik et al., 2020). This elegant 
regulation of the HSR is relevant for numerous potentially proteotoxic stresses, 
relies on active protein translation for its function and mainly targets newly 
synthesized proteins for degradation (Medicherla and Goldberg, 2008). This 
mechanism is reasonable as newly synthesized proteins are also most 
susceptible to misfolding and aggregation (Xu et al., 2016). Only extreme 
proteotoxic stress caused by high ethanol concentration was found to activate 
the HSR even when translation was inhibited (Tye and Churchman, 2021). 
Recently, the chaperone titration model of HSR regulation was connected to 
the spatial aspect of PQC during heat stress (Feder et al., 2021); the Hsp40 co-
chaperone Sis1 is diffuse in nucleus and cytosol and represses the Hsp70 Ssa1 
in the nucleus when stress is absent. Upon exposure to heat stress, Sis1 re-
localizes to the periphery of the nucleolus and the ER surface, possibly to aid 
in processing of misfolded proteins. Consequently, Hsp70 dissociates from 
Hsf1, which then induces the HSR. The HSR causes the production of many 
factors of the PN network to ensure proteome stability, such as Hsp104. 
Notably, many of the heat-shock responsive elements in the genome are 
actually activated by the general stress response transcription factors Msn2 and 
Msn4, (Solís et al., 2016). The redundant Msn2/4, in turn, are regulated 
through their phosphorylation status controlled by protein kinase A (PKA), 
which activates the environmental stress response.  

3.2.2 UBIQUITIN-PROTEASOME SYSTEM 
A crucial part of the PN is the ubiquitin-proteasome system in the cytosol and 
nucleus (Finley, 2009), a highly conserved machinery that consists of the 
proteasome and additional factors and is responsible for protein turnover. 
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Upon an excess of aberrant proteins, eukaryotes induce genes required to 
maintain proteostasis by activating the master regulator HSF1 of a conserved 
transcriptional program, named heat shock response (HSR). In non-stress 
conditions, Hsf1 is required at basal expression levels to prevent protein 
misfolding in the cell and its stress response causes considerable up-regulation 
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actually activated by the general stress response transcription factors Msn2 and 
Msn4, (Solís et al., 2016). The redundant Msn2/4, in turn, are regulated 
through their phosphorylation status controlled by protein kinase A (PKA), 
which activates the environmental stress response.  

3.2.2 UBIQUITIN-PROTEASOME SYSTEM 
A crucial part of the PN is the ubiquitin-proteasome system in the cytosol and 
nucleus (Finley, 2009), a highly conserved machinery that consists of the 
proteasome and additional factors and is responsible for protein turnover. 
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Carefully regulated protein breakdown is important for many essential 
processes, including cell cycle progression and signaling, and thus crucial for 
survival. For example, proteasomal degradation is required to remove short-
lived proteins of regulatory function, adjust protein levels according to need 
and to process aberrant or damaged proteins, especially upon erroneous 
targeting and translocation of proteins or during stress. 

The cylindrical 26S proteasome consists of the 20S core forming a central pore 
and 19S regulatory particles on one or both ends and catalyzes the irreversible 
degradation of proteins through chymotrypsin-, trypsin- and caspase-like 
proteolytic functions to ultimately yield amino acids. The protease-function 
itself is buried within the 20S core, shielding the proteome from improper 
degradation. Substrate degradation by the UPS involves three sequential steps. 
First, ubiquitin is attached to the ubiquitin-activating enzyme (E1) in an ATP-
dependent reaction. Second, the ubiquitin is transferred to ubiquitin conjugases 
(E2). Finally, ubiquitin ligases (E3) function in substrate recognition, often 
aided by chaperones, and transfer the ubiquitin onto lysine side chains of the 
substrate to target it for degradation by the proteasome. After a first ubiquitin 
monomer has been added, polyubiquitin chains are generated by addition of 
more ubiquitin. Some conjugates require additional E4 ligases for 
multiubiquitylation (Hoppe, 2005; Koegl et al., 1999). Once the substrate is 
bound to the proteasome, deubiquitylation enzymes (DUBs) remove the 
ubiquitin to recycle it back into the cellular ubiquitin pool. DUBs can also 
rescue substrates from degradation by acting before the proteasome (Crosas et 
al., 2006) and function in polyubiquitin chain modification required for 
proteostasis during heat stress (Fang et al., 2016). The substrate is translocated 
towards proteolytic sites of the proteasome, degradation is initiated at a 
disordered region within the substrate (Davis et al., 2021) and releases small 
peptides, which are broken down by aminopeptidases into amino acids for 
recycling. Every step of the proteasomal degradation cycle relies on 
conformational changes of the proteasome and consumes energy via ATP 
hydrolysis (Sahu and Glickman, 2021).  

Ubiquitylation is a major targeting signal for protein degradation. Importantly, 
the mode of ubiquitylation determines the fate of the protein – not all 
ubiquitylation leads to proteasomal degradation. This posttranslational 
modification is involved in various signaling processes in the cell (Oh et al., 
2018). The type of ubiquitylation is defined by the linkage of the ubiquitin 
chains and largely determines the conjugate’s fate. There are numerous 
different linkage types; K48 is the linkage type that is responsible for bulk 
protein degradation, sometimes combined with K11 and other linkage types, 
while K63 generally does not target proteins to the proteasome.  
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Substrate specificity is controlled, chiefly, by E3 ligases, to allow the 
degradation of various proteins while avoiding promiscuity of the proteasome. 
Budding yeast has roughly 100 E3 ligases that confer the ability to target a 
wide range of substrates (Breckel and Hochstrasser, 2021). These ubiquitin 
ligases localize to several cellular sites, including nucleus, ER, cytosol and 
ribosomes, illustrating that aberrant proteins within the entire cell can be 
recognized by different E3 ligases within compartments. E3 ligases, aided by 
chaperones, can function both compartment-specific or work redundantly over 
several compartments (Samant et al., 2018). For example, the ubiquitin ligases 
San1 and Ubr1 function partially redundantly for numerous proteasome 
substrates, while San1 resides in the nucleus and Ubr1 is nuclear and cytosolic. 
Their targeting of misfolded proteins in the cytosol for degradation in the 
nucleus involves the Hsp40-Hsp70-Hsp110 chaperone system (Gowda et al., 
2013; Khosrow-Khavar et al., 2012; Prasad et al., 2010, 2018).   

Chaperones are intimately involved with the UPS at many steps during the 
actions of the UPS, e.g. to solubilize proteins prior to degradation (den Brave 
et al., 2020), and even in ensuring assembly of the functional 26S proteasome 
itself (Nahar et al., 2022). Protein synthesis does not occur in the yeast nucleus, 
where approximately 80% of proteasomes reside, so that nuclear proteasomes 
do not handle nascent polypeptides but degrade unstable, damaged, or 
misfolded nuclear proteins. A major ubiquitin ligase in the nucleus is San1, 
which recognizes unaggregated proteins with a certain amount of exposed 
hydrophobicity and can receive cytoplasmic proteins for nuclear degradation 
via their translocation into the nucleus mediated by the Hsp70-40-110 
chaperones. Another E3 ligase in the nucleus is Doa10, which also localizes to 
the ER and participates in an organellar PQC pathway, the ER-associated 
degradation (ERAD). Doa10 is thus a ligase that handles substrates from 
cytosol and nucleus and membrane proteins from the ER. The fact that some 
ubiquitin ligases operate over several cellular compartments and can 
sometimes even recognize substrates redundantly, highlights the 
interconnectivity of PQC pathways across organelles.  

The UPS is a critical component of the PN in the cytosol since it is the site of 
protein translation at ribosomes and newly created proteins are especially 
susceptible to aberrant folding and targeting. A major ubiquitin ligase of the 
yeast cytosol is Ubr1. It targets proteins that are part of the N-degron pathway, 
which involves Ubr1 ubiquitylating certain unstable substrates at their N-
termini, and has also been shown to process various other cytosolic proteins 
destined for degradation, e.g. misfolded and temperature-sensitive proteins 
(Eisele and Wolf, 2008; Khosrow-Khavar et al., 2012). Such ubiquitylation by 
Ubr1 independent of the N-degron pathway relies on Hsp70 and Hsp40 co-
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chaperones. Hul5 and Rsp5 are ubiquitin ligases, which participate in PQC in 
the cytosol by targeting un-/misfolded proteins specifically during heat stress 
(Fang et al., 2011, 2014, 2016). Another major UPS pathway in the cytosol is 
the degradation of nascent polypeptides at the ribosome, which involves the 
E3 ligase Ltn1. This process is linked to the ribosome-associated quality 
control (RQC) complex, which becomes crucial upon translation arrests, for 
example due to faulty mRNA or damaged ribosomes (Brandman et al., 2012). 
RQC is also connected to spatial PQC, as impaired RQC causes protein 
aggregation of nascent polypeptides, which, in turn, titrates molecular 
chaperones out from regular PQC processes (Choe et al., 2016; Yonashiro et 
al., 2016).  

While proteasomes in both yeast and mammalian cells are normally 
concentrated in the nucleus, their location is adjusted when cells are exposed 
to certain stresses. A prominent example is the localization of the proteasome 
into the membrane-less JUNQ compartment upon proteasome inhibition in 
both yeast and mammalian cells, which is one of many pathways that connect 
the temporal with the spatial PQC machinery (Kaganovich et al., 2008). As the 
UPS is directly involved in the processing of aberrant proteins, it is considered 
an interesting target for therapeutic approaches against proteopathies 
(Dantuma and Bott, 2014; Galvin et al., 2022).   

3.2.3 OTHER PATHWAYS OF CYTOSOLIC PROTEIN 
DEGRADATION 

In addition to the nucleus and the cytoplasm, there are other organelles 
competent of processing cytosolic proteins by ubiquitylation and degradation. 
As mentioned above, the ER as a hub of protein synthesis has its own 
designated pathways to evade protein stress, the unfolded protein response 
(UPR) and ERAD. These pathways are important both to maintain homeostasis 
within the organelle and the cell as a whole. They comprise many chaperones 
and ubiquitin ligases, such as Doa10, to achieve ubiquitylation of cytosolic 
substrates destined for degradation.  

Mitochondria have been attributed to function in degradation of misfolded 
cytosolic proteins in yeast (Ruan et al., 2017). This pathway directly ties 
temporal to spatial PQC since mitochondria are also appreciated as deposition 
sites of heat shock-induced protein aggregates (Babazadeh et al., 2019; 
Böckler et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2014). The mitochondrial degradation of 
cytosolic proteins is termed MAGIC (mitochondria as guardian in cytosol) and 
may address the protein aggregates that associate with mitochondria during 
heat shock. Specifically designed misfolding reporter proteins and TDP-43 are 
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transported into mitochondria for subsequent degradation, while Hsp104 does 
not enter mitochondria, as anticipated. Biochemical data show that endogenous 
heat shock-induced misfolded proteins become degraded in mitochondria by 
resident proteases such as Pim1. The import of substrate proteins does not rely 
on the cytosolic Hsp70s but involves Hsp104, conceivably to disaggregate the 
inclusion to enable protein import into mitochondria, which remains to be 
demonstrated. 

The other major pathway of the PN designated for protein degradation is 
autophagy. The autophagy system is highly conserved from yeast to humans 
and contributes to proteostasis through engulfment of cellular material, both 
selectively and non-selectively, including entire organelles and protein 
inclusions to target them to the vacuole/lysosome for degradation. This process 
involves the formation of the autophagosome, a double layer membrane 
structure that encloses the cellular content destined for degradation via 
vacuolar/lysosomal proteases, and is chiefly active during nutrient depletion 
stress (Takeshige et al., 1992). In yeast, autophagy is initiated through 
assembly of the pre-autophagosomal structure (PAS) at the vacuole, supported 
by vesicles, which forms a double membrane that invaginates cargo, thereby 
forming the autophagosome. This structure is then transported to the vacuole, 
involving many components of the vesicle trafficking machinery, and fused to 
the vacuole, which is mediated by the HOPS (homotypic fusion and protein 
sorting) complex and several SNARE (Soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive-
factor attachment) proteins (Reggiori and Klionsky, 2013).  

Autophagy is intimately linked to the other major system handling cytosolic 
protein degradation, the UPS. For example, a decline in one of the degradation 
systems causes a compensatory upregulation of the other (Korolchuk et al., 
2009b, 2009a; Pandey et al., 2007). Furthermore, ubiquitylation itself regulates 
several parts of the autophagy process (Chen et al., 2019). In line with the 
critical importance of functional protein degradation in proteostasis 
maintenance, there are also numerous connections between autophagy and 
protein aggregation. For example, a defining study of sPQC found the distinct 
inclusion IPOD at the vacuole to overlap with autophagy markers (Kaganovich 
et al., 2008). Additional reports show aggregate clearance/degradation of 
neurodegenerative disease proteins such as alpha-synuclein and huntingtin and 
of cytosolic aggregation-prone proteins via autophagy (Lu et al., 2014; Pankiv 
et al., 2007; Petroi et al., 2012).  
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3.3 SPATIAL PQC 
The spatial PQC sequesters aberrant or damaged proteins and smaller 
aggregates into larger, membrane-less inclusions located at distinct sites within 
the cell (Figure 4). This process facilitates their clearance and serves a 
cytoprotective function, making sPQC a crucial system to maintain 
proteostasis. Spatial PQC is active in parallel to the temporal PQC, yet its 
outcomes become most noticeable when the temporal PQC is defective or 
overwhelmed, for example when protein misfolding is enhanced due to 
exposure to heat stress. 

The sequestration into larger depositions of aberrant proteins is a highly 
conserved process from bacteria (Kirstein et al., 2008; Rokney et al., 2009; 
Winkler et al., 2010) to humans. The first report of a distinct protein deposition 
site in human cells, termed aggresome, found that it resides in proximity to the 
nucleus and becomes apparent after proteasome inhibition (Johnston et al., 
1998). Aggresome formation involves microtubule and vimentin filaments and 
contains known PQC factors such as chaperones and proteasomes (Wigley et 
al., 1999). It is also a location of various disease proteins, including huntingtin 
and alpha-synuclein. Other types of protein inclusions were identified using 
substrates of specific organelles, such as substrates of the secretory 
pathway/ER (Huyer et al., 2004; Kamhi-Nesher et al., 2001; Kruse et al., 2006) 
or mitochondrial proteins (intramitochondrial protein quality control 
compartment, IMiQ (Bruderek et al., 2018)). A report in 2008, using budding 
yeast and mammalian cells, defined the partitioning of cytosolic misfolding 
proteins in two protein deposition sites with distinct cellular locations, namely 
the JUNQ (juxta nuclear quality control compartment) and IPOD (insoluble 
protein deposit) (Kaganovich et al., 2008). The data indicated that protein 
species are sorted to the respective inclusions according to specific features, 
such as ubiquitylation or amyloidogenicity. This finding was in line with data 

Figure 4: Spatial sequestration of protein aggregates (blue) into larger inclusions is the main 
feature of spatial PQC. Small aggregates, or CytoQ, (left) coalesce into larger inclusions at 
distinct intracellular sites (right) through the action of the spatial PQC machinery. 
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highlighting that the properties of protein aggregates depend on the protein 
species involved (Matsumoto et al., 2006). The definition of two distinct PQC 
sites in yeast was central for further studies focused on sPQC and lead to the 
discovery of other, potentially additional quality compartments of cytosolic 
proteins, such as the intranuclear INQ (Miller et al., 2015a) and a site close to 
mitochondria (Zhou et al., 2014). It also generated and answered several key 
questions in the proteostasis field: all proteins harbor the potential to misfold, 
how come only a minor subset of them appears relevant in the pathology of 
protein conformational diseases? How do sPQC mechanisms manage to evade 
proteotoxicity of only certain proteins and fail to handle disease proteins? What 
determines the fate of different protein species? In recent years, a novel model 
relevant for biological processes such as proteostasis and stress responses was 
uncovered, which proposes that aggregation of soluble proteins is driven by 
liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS), a de-mixing process that facilitates the 
formation of biomolecular condensates and membrane-less organelles in 
aqueous solution (Brangwynne et al., 2009; Riback et al., 2017). Such 
condensates were predominantly characterized with in vitro studies. In vivo, 
LLPS plays a role in several regulatory processes, for example, it is an 
established mechanism of translation regulation upon severe to sublethal heat 
shock (Mühlhofer et al., 2019; Riback et al., 2017). Such LLPS aggregates are 
generally most common for proteins with low-complexity regions and proteins 
that interact with nucleic acids, including numerous neurodegenerative disease 
proteins (Zbinden et al., 2020). The concept of LLPS is applicable to spatial 
PQC and will benefit from further studies in vivo to tie this aggregation model 
to previous work in the sPQC field, especially regarding the cellular response 
to physiological (mild) heat shock.  

3.3.1 AGGREGATE DEPOSITION SITES 
The inclusions that constitute the known sPQC compartments in budding yeast 
were identified using various reporter systems, e.g. by monitoring endogenous 
aggregate components and by expressing exogenous disease model proteins. 
The visualization of sPQC sites also heavily relied on the induction of stress, 
such as heat or oxidative stress, proteasome inhibition or on lack of factors 
central to the PN. These altering conditions entail that differential PQC 
responses by the cell may be active depending on the specific experimental 
context. Importantly, the formation of protein aggregates and their sorted 
sequestration to distinct deposition sites corroborate sPQC in itself as a non-
random, active, factor-dependent process. While it is true that the response of 
the sPQC varies, several aggregate deposition sites for cytosolic proteins have 
been observed in many conditions and for various protein species, revealing an 
oftentimes exercised general sPQC response to protein stress. This common 
pathway begins with the emergence of many small foci throughout the cytosol, 
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Figure 4: Spatial sequestration of protein aggregates (blue) into larger inclusions is the main 
feature of spatial PQC. Small aggregates, or CytoQ, (left) coalesce into larger inclusions at 
distinct intracellular sites (right) through the action of the spatial PQC machinery. 
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highlighting that the properties of protein aggregates depend on the protein 
species involved (Matsumoto et al., 2006). The definition of two distinct PQC 
sites in yeast was central for further studies focused on sPQC and lead to the 
discovery of other, potentially additional quality compartments of cytosolic 
proteins, such as the intranuclear INQ (Miller et al., 2015a) and a site close to 
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liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS), a de-mixing process that facilitates the 
formation of biomolecular condensates and membrane-less organelles in 
aqueous solution (Brangwynne et al., 2009; Riback et al., 2017). Such 
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established mechanism of translation regulation upon severe to sublethal heat 
shock (Mühlhofer et al., 2019; Riback et al., 2017). Such LLPS aggregates are 
generally most common for proteins with low-complexity regions and proteins 
that interact with nucleic acids, including numerous neurodegenerative disease 
proteins (Zbinden et al., 2020). The concept of LLPS is applicable to spatial 
PQC and will benefit from further studies in vivo to tie this aggregation model 
to previous work in the sPQC field, especially regarding the cellular response 
to physiological (mild) heat shock.  

3.3.1 AGGREGATE DEPOSITION SITES 
The inclusions that constitute the known sPQC compartments in budding yeast 
were identified using various reporter systems, e.g. by monitoring endogenous 
aggregate components and by expressing exogenous disease model proteins. 
The visualization of sPQC sites also heavily relied on the induction of stress, 
such as heat or oxidative stress, proteasome inhibition or on lack of factors 
central to the PN. These altering conditions entail that differential PQC 
responses by the cell may be active depending on the specific experimental 
context. Importantly, the formation of protein aggregates and their sorted 
sequestration to distinct deposition sites corroborate sPQC in itself as a non-
random, active, factor-dependent process. While it is true that the response of 
the sPQC varies, several aggregate deposition sites for cytosolic proteins have 
been observed in many conditions and for various protein species, revealing an 
oftentimes exercised general sPQC response to protein stress. This common 
pathway begins with the emergence of many small foci throughout the cytosol, 
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which are gradually sequestered into larger inclusions and are retained in the 
mother cell during division (Figure 5). 

CytoQ 

The small peripheral foci that become visible in the initial response to protein 
folding stress are called CytoQ, Q-bodies or stress foci (Escusa-Toret et al., 
2013; Malinovska et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2015a; Specht et al., 2011; 
Spokoini et al., 2012). They emerge as the first visible protein aggregates 
formed during stress exposure, dispersed through the cytosol and at surfaces 
of organelles, including mitochondria, ER and vacuole, and coalesce into 
larger inclusions at later times if proteostasis stress continues (Zhou et al., 
2014, Paper II, V). CytoQ formation depends on the ER and PN factors such 
as Hsp42 and enhances cellular fitness during stress (Escusa-Toret et al., 
2013), however, during standard growth, the lack of Hsp42 increases lifespan, 
suggesting that Hsp42 function can be cytoprotective or costly, depending on 
the context of the sHsp’s action. Recent studies point at a crucial role of the 
sHsp Hsp42 in CytoQ formation and coalescence, which mainly targets newly 
synthesized proteins during stress and keeps them in near-to-native 
conformation to allow refolding by the Hsp70-Hsp100 bichaperone system 
(Grousl et al., 2018). Hsp42 can actively sequester the CytoQ in an aggregase 
function and CytoQ formation is required for deposition of proteins in the 
JUNQ/INQ. These ATP-dependent fusion events of CytoQ have been 
proposed to be sequestration of aggregates into the JUNQ, which would thus 
define CytoQ as JUNQ precursors (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013; Sontag et al., 
2017). The emergence of CytoQ as a first response of the general PQC pathway 
has been observed typically for non-amyloidogenic (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013) 

Figure 5: Spatial PQC during mild heat stress. Cells do not form visible aggregates before heat 
stress. At early time points of thermal insult, many small protein aggregates (blue) appear 
throughout the cytosol and in the vicinity of organelles. The aggregates become gradually 
sequestered into larger inclusions throughout the time course and end up in 1-3 inclusions per 
cell. The number of inclusions per cell and their intracellular location differ depending on the 
monitored protein species. Generally, large deposition sites exist at the nucleus, vacuole and 
mitochondria.    
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misfolding protein reporters and various conditions, e.g. for Ubc9-ts (ts, 
temperature-sensitive) and guk1-7, gus1-3 and pro3-1 upon heat shock (Paper 
II) or VHL upon proteasome inhibition (Specht et al., 2011). Upon loss of 
Hsp42, reporters become visible as nucleus-associated inclusions (Malinovska 
et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2015a; Specht et al., 2011), pinpointing the sorting 
function of Hsp42 to peripheral aggregates. Upon severe heat shock (42°C), 
cells also form transient foci of Hsp90 and co-chaperones, which do not 
coalesce into larger inclusions but co-localize with CytoQ at certain times. This 
response requires Hsp70s, Hsp90, Hsp104 and proteasomal activity but is 
independent of Hsp42 (Eisele et al., 2021; Saarikangas and Barral, 2015). 
Another chaperone system required for proper CytoQ formation is the Hsp70s. 
Loss of Ssa1 and Ssa2 causes various proteostasis defects (Andersson et al., 
2021) including formation of few, large inclusions, even before stress 
(Andersson et al., 2021; Shiber et al., 2013; Paper II). Instead of CytoQ fusing 
into larger inclusions, Hsp70-Hsp104 can also (additionally) resolve CytoQ. 
While the formation and subsequent fusion of CytoQ appears to be a standard 
PQC pathway for amorphous protein aggregates during stress, amyloidogenic 
proteins often localize in few inclusions per cell without exhibiting a preceding 
CytoQ formation step (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013; Specht et al., 2011). CytoQs 
are likely conserved structures, as numerous small foci of a misfolding reporter 
protein appear in the cytosol of human cells upon heat shock (Hageman et al., 
2007). 

JUNQ/INQ 

One of the evolutionary conserved, large protein deposition sites in the cell is 
the perinuclear JUNQ (Kaganovich et al., 2008) (Figure 6). Formation of the 
JUNQ has been observed for several protein species, such as Ubc9-ts and VHL 
under heat shock and proteasome inhibition (Kaganovich et al., 2008). The 
initial study defining the JUNQ elucidated several important characteristics: 
the JUNQ is dynamic, the substrate sequestration is reversible, it mainly 
contains soluble misfolding proteins and one sorting signal towards the JUNQ 
is likely ubiquitylation (Kaganovich et al., 2008).   

A report from 2015 redefined the JUNQ as the INQ (intranuclear quality 
control) compartment based mainly on electron microscopy of the sPQC sites 
in yeast, which revealed that the JUNQ actually localizes adjacent to the 
nucleolus and is thus not cytosolic (Miller et al., 2015a). Interestingly, the INQ 
contains misfolded proteins both of nuclear and cytosolic origin, with the latter 
being imported through nuclear pores. This translocation can be executed with 
the help of the Hsp70 co-chaperone Sis1 and likely involves additional or other 
PN factors depending on the protein species (Park et al., 2013). It is not 
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conclusively determined whether the INQ is actually the JUNQ for all 
misfolded protein species in general and how this relates to other visualized 
deposits. Recent studies reported INQ formation upon genotoxic stress without 
concomitant JUNQ formation and found certain proteins to localize 
exclusively to INQ and not JUNQ, indicating that they might represent two 
separate quality control compartments. Under both genotoxic and heat stress, 
similar PQC factors are involved in INQ formation and localize to the 
deposition site, such as Hsp104, Sis1 and the sHsp-like Btn2 (Gallina et al., 
2015; Ho et al., 2019). However, it is still unclear whether JUNQ and INQ may 
be distinct sites (at least in some cases), which could form simultaneously, co-
exist or are not always visible and distinguishable as such e.g. due to 
limitations in imaging resolutions (Kumar et al., 2022; Samant et al., 2018). 
Therefore, I refer to this inclusion site at and/or in the nucleus as JUNQ/INQ.  

As previously mentioned, the JUNQ/INQ is conserved, as a similar 
compartment forms upon stress exposure close to the nucleus at the MTOC 
(microtubule organizing center) and vimentin in mammalian cells 
(Kaganovich et al., 2008; Ogrodnik et al., 2014; Weisberg et al., 2012). These 
features were also described by the first report of protein inclusions, when the 
aggresome was defined, which forms via dynein-mediated transport on 
microtubules (Johnston et al., 1998). It is not yet clear how these entities differ 

Figure 6: Inclusion sites of protein aggregates in budding yeast. At least four distinct 
inclusions sites exist in yeast, but their sorting factors and resident misfolded protein species 
differ. Two nuclear sites were described but may represent the same quality control site, the 
intranuclear INQ and juxtanuclear JUNQ. The IPOD is adjacent to the vacuole and may, at 
times, overlap with mitochondria and the vacuole-mitochondria contact site. Additionally, 
aggregates are sequestered to mitochondria. 
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from one another and whether one might represent the precursor to the other 
(Ogrodnik et al., 2014).  

IPOD 

The second early identified intracellular protein deposit is the IPOD, which 
localizes to the vacuole. It was found adjacent to the autophagy marker Atg8, 
which is part of the PAS. Compared to the JUNQ/INQ, which is dynamic in 
turnover of soluble misfolded protein, the IPOD does not show such rapid 
exchange with the environment, suggesting that the IPOD harbors mainly 
terminally misfolded proteins (Kaganovich et al., 2008). Based on the 
misfolding protein reporters used in sPQC studies, it seems that the IPOD is 
the exclusive quality control compartment for amyloidogenic proteins, often 
even forming under non-stress conditions if the reporter protein is sufficiently 
highly expressed. The IPOD can also harbor amorphous protein aggregates 
formed by reporters such as Ubc9-ts and other temperature sensitive proteins 
upon physiological heat stress (Hill et al., 2016; Kaganovich et al., 2008, Paper 
II) and even JUNQ/INQ-resident proteins if they are targeted there (Hill et al., 
2017; Kaganovich et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2015a; Sontag et al., 2014). It is 
unclear how the IPOD containing amorphous and the IPOD containing 
amyloidogenic proteins differ and when they co-aggregate. For example, co-
expression of Ubc9-ts and Htt103QP leads to formation of the known Ubc9-ts 
inclusions, JUNQ and IPOD, and a single huntingtin inclusion adjacent to the 
Ubc9-ts-marked IPOD, indicating that two distinct IPOD-like compartments 
can co-exist in close proximity without protein species mixing (Yang et al., 
2016). Some chaperones localize to all described IPODs, such as Hsp104 but 
formation requirements and sorting factors towards the IPOD types differ, 
suggesting that the sPQC pathway for IPOD formation depends on the protein 
species in question (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013; Song et al., 2014; Specht et al., 
2011). The non-amyloidogenic disease model protein optineurin was also 
found to partially aggregate within the IPOD (Kryndushkin et al., 2012). IPOD 
formation was also reported for prions, e.g. Ure2 or Rnq1 and may serve as 
their nucleation site (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013; Kaganovich et al., 2008; Specht 
et al., 2011; Tyedmers et al., 2010; Winkler et al., 2012).  

The IPOD is a conserved quality control compartment, as IPOD-like 
aggregates have been described in more complex eukaryotes. These sites share 
characteristics with the IPOD identified in yeast, such as a dense structure and 
immobile contents that do not exchange with the surrounding cytosol (Hipp et 
al., 2012; Kaganovich et al., 2008; Weisberg et al., 2012).     
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Deposition site at mitochondria 

The first report of distinct protein inclusion sites in the cell described the two 
sites, JUNQ and IPOD at nucleus and vacuole, respectively (Kaganovich et al., 
2008). These quality control compartments were expanded when a third site 
was defined in proximity to mitochondria, often adjacent to the organelle 
(Zhou et al., 2014). Aggregate deposition at this site is required for functional 
asymmetric inheritance of protein aggregates (Böckler et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 
2014), boosts aggregate clearance (Paper III) and may facilitate import of 
cytosolic misfolded proteins into mitochondria for subsequent proteolysis 
(Ruan et al., 2017). Aggregate dissolution is not hampered by blocking the 
electron transport chain but by disrupting glycolysis, indicating that 
mitochondria themselves are not the main ATP source for disaggregation 
processes. A disruption in mitochondrial membrane potential, which impairs 
mitochondrial import, inhibits aggregate clearance (Zhou et al., 2014). In a 
follow-up study, Ruan et al. propose that cytosolic aggregates at mitochondria 
are disaggregated through Hsp104 action (without Hsp70), translocated via the 
mitochondrial import machinery and degraded within mitochondria with the 
help of mitochondrial proteases. In line with their previous work, disruption of 
membrane potential leads to slowed aggregate dissolution within mitochondria 
(Ruan et al., 2017). Recruitment of Hsp104 to heat shock-induced aggregates 
without the action of the Hsp70s Ssa1 and Ssa2 contradicts other reports 
(Andersson et al., 2021; Glover and Lindquist, 1998; Winkler et al., 2012).  

Aggregate deposition at mitochondria has been reported for several stress 
conditions and numerous misfolding protein reporters: endogenous proteins 
(Zhou et al., 2014, Paper V), Ubc9-ts (Zhou et al., 2014) and the three ts 
reporters guk1-7, gus1-3 and pro3-1 (Paper V). Therefore, this PQC pathway 
appears to be common to numerous amorphous protein aggregate species. 
Interestingly, heat-induced Ubc9-ts protein inclusions, which define the JUNQ 
and IPOD sites (Kaganovich et al., 2008), localize in proximity to 
mitochondria, highlighting that discernment of the inclusion sites is an 
unresolved issue (Zhou et al., 2014).   

It is overall unclear whether a deposition site at mitochondria is also relevant 
for localization of amyloidogenic protein species. As postulated in the first 
report of the IPOD, this inclusion site for aggregates of many disease proteins 
is perivacuolar (Kaganovich et al., 2008). It may concomitantly overlap with 
mitochondria as well due to organelle contacts but the IPOD and the deposition 
site at mitochondria may also be distinct sequestration sites. The mutant 
huntingtin protein illustrates how ambiguous observations regarding co-
localization of aggregates with other cellular structures can be. Huntingtin 
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heterologously expressed in yeast was commonly observed cytosolic and close 
to different organelles, including mitochondria, ER and the vacuole. The 
numerous, small foci partially localize to the JUNQ outside the nucleus but are 
mainly distributed in the cytoplasm. They do not co-localize with IPOD 
markers but can be targeted to the immobile IPOD through overexpression of 
modifiers of toxicity, which cause the formation of fewer, larger inclusions 
(Kayatekin et al., 2014). Generally, the huntingtin model proteins differ due to 
expression levels, length of polyQ tract, flanking regions and experimental 
conditions, which influence toxicity and aggregation behavior. The aggregate 
localization clearly depends on these factors and suggest that fewer, large 
inclusions of Htt localize to the IPOD, while other aggregate types are often 
found at JUNQ, ER and mitochondria (Gruber et al., 2018; Kaganovich et al., 
2008; Schlagowski et al., 2021; Solans et al., 2006). To make this situation 
even more complex, Htt can accumulate in both types of aggregate species, 
amorphous and amyloidogenic, which do co-exist but not necessarily co-
localize (Caron et al., 2014; Gruber et al., 2018). Based on the well-established 
localization of the IPOD adjacent to the vacuole for numerous amyloidogenic 
reporter proteins and the recently established localization of amorphous 
aggregating reporter proteins to mitochondria (Böckler et al., 2017; Zhou et 
al., 2014, Paper III, V), it is tempting to speculate that there are, in fact, both 
the vacuolar IPOD and the mitochondrial deposition site and that they harbor 
mainly amyloidogenic or amorphous aggregating protein species, respectively. 
Strikingly, the disaggregase Hsp104 is able to recognize all those inclusions 
independent of their subcellular location and aggregate morphology. How the 
different sorting to inclusions based on protein species may work 
mechanistically or how it is potentially beneficial for the cell, remains to be 
investigated.  

Additional proteinaceous inclusion types have been described for yeast and 
other cells. These have been observed in solitary instances for specific unusual 
protein substrates, in more complex eukaryotic cells or do not follow the 
generalized PQC pathway described here (Bjørkøy et al., 2005; Farrawell et 
al., 2015; Szeto et al., 2006; Tenreiro et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2009). These 
inclusions will not be described further to focus on the conserved quality 
control sites formed in budding yeast upon heat stress.  

3.3.2 SORTING TO SPQC SITES 
sPQC pathways do not occur at random but are active, energy- and factor-
dependent processes. While some protein species, mainly amyloidogenic 
proteins, localize to the perivacuolar IPOD, other proteins, depending on the 
stress condition and reporter, may localize to JUNQ/INQ. Some misfolding 
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and IPOD sites (Kaganovich et al., 2008), localize in proximity to 
mitochondria, highlighting that discernment of the inclusion sites is an 
unresolved issue (Zhou et al., 2014).   

It is overall unclear whether a deposition site at mitochondria is also relevant 
for localization of amyloidogenic protein species. As postulated in the first 
report of the IPOD, this inclusion site for aggregates of many disease proteins 
is perivacuolar (Kaganovich et al., 2008). It may concomitantly overlap with 
mitochondria as well due to organelle contacts but the IPOD and the deposition 
site at mitochondria may also be distinct sequestration sites. The mutant 
huntingtin protein illustrates how ambiguous observations regarding co-
localization of aggregates with other cellular structures can be. Huntingtin 
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heterologously expressed in yeast was commonly observed cytosolic and close 
to different organelles, including mitochondria, ER and the vacuole. The 
numerous, small foci partially localize to the JUNQ outside the nucleus but are 
mainly distributed in the cytoplasm. They do not co-localize with IPOD 
markers but can be targeted to the immobile IPOD through overexpression of 
modifiers of toxicity, which cause the formation of fewer, larger inclusions 
(Kayatekin et al., 2014). Generally, the huntingtin model proteins differ due to 
expression levels, length of polyQ tract, flanking regions and experimental 
conditions, which influence toxicity and aggregation behavior. The aggregate 
localization clearly depends on these factors and suggest that fewer, large 
inclusions of Htt localize to the IPOD, while other aggregate types are often 
found at JUNQ, ER and mitochondria (Gruber et al., 2018; Kaganovich et al., 
2008; Schlagowski et al., 2021; Solans et al., 2006). To make this situation 
even more complex, Htt can accumulate in both types of aggregate species, 
amorphous and amyloidogenic, which do co-exist but not necessarily co-
localize (Caron et al., 2014; Gruber et al., 2018). Based on the well-established 
localization of the IPOD adjacent to the vacuole for numerous amyloidogenic 
reporter proteins and the recently established localization of amorphous 
aggregating reporter proteins to mitochondria (Böckler et al., 2017; Zhou et 
al., 2014, Paper III, V), it is tempting to speculate that there are, in fact, both 
the vacuolar IPOD and the mitochondrial deposition site and that they harbor 
mainly amyloidogenic or amorphous aggregating protein species, respectively. 
Strikingly, the disaggregase Hsp104 is able to recognize all those inclusions 
independent of their subcellular location and aggregate morphology. How the 
different sorting to inclusions based on protein species may work 
mechanistically or how it is potentially beneficial for the cell, remains to be 
investigated.  

Additional proteinaceous inclusion types have been described for yeast and 
other cells. These have been observed in solitary instances for specific unusual 
protein substrates, in more complex eukaryotic cells or do not follow the 
generalized PQC pathway described here (Bjørkøy et al., 2005; Farrawell et 
al., 2015; Szeto et al., 2006; Tenreiro et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2009). These 
inclusions will not be described further to focus on the conserved quality 
control sites formed in budding yeast upon heat stress.  

3.3.2 SORTING TO SPQC SITES 
sPQC pathways do not occur at random but are active, energy- and factor-
dependent processes. While some protein species, mainly amyloidogenic 
proteins, localize to the perivacuolar IPOD, other proteins, depending on the 
stress condition and reporter, may localize to JUNQ/INQ. Some misfolding 
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reporter proteins are sequestered into all described compartments (e.g. Ubc9-
ts). This indicates that sorting factors to distinct sites may determine the 
location of aberrant proteins, depending on properties of the aberrant protein 
species and the stress that the cell experiences. In fact, no unifying sorting 
determinants have been identified yet but protein sequestration was found to 
depend on several factors, including molecular chaperones and the 
cytoskeleton. Major factors involved in sPQC sorting are described in the 
following. 

Ubiquitylation of JUNQ/INQ substrates 

The pioneering sPQC study proposed ubiquitylation as a general sorting signal 
for proteins specifically to JUNQ/INQ: amyloidogenic Rnq1 could be re-
routed from IPOD to JUNQ/INQ when ubiquitylated, additionally, impaired 
ubiquitylation of VHL and Ubc9-ts abrogated their sequestration into 
JUNQ/INQ (Kaganovich et al., 2008). However, following articles revealed 
that the reporter tGnd1-GFP localizes to CytoQ and JUNQ/INQ even when not 
ubiquitylated (Miller et al., 2015a) and that another reporter, DegAB-GFP, 
while ubiquitylated, is sorted to CytoQ but not JUNQ/INQ (although the 
DegAB-GFP aggregates may represent precursors of the JUNQ/INQ, as 
mentioned previously) (Shiber et al., 2013). Both results somewhat argue 
against ubiquitylation as an essential and common sorting signal for aberrant 
proteins to JUNQ/INQ and, at least regarding INQ specifically, no other clear 
commonality between protein species deposited to this site has been identified 
so far, e.g. upon comparison of protein domains and physical features of the 
INQ proteome (Kumar et al., 2022). Ubiquitylation aside, a direct link between 
the targeting of ubiquitylated proteins to the JUNQ/INQ was proposed based 
on the concurrent enrichment of proteasomes at the inclusion site and in the 
nucleus, since the two may present a convenient connection between inclusion 
formation and substrate degradation (Gallina et al., 2015; Kaganovich et al., 
2008). Additionally, JUNQ/INQ substrates are mostly degraded by the UPS, 
which is promoted by the deubiquitinase Ubp3 (Oling et al., 2014). However, 
it was proposed that the proteasomal degradation can only occur after 
extraction from the inclusion through disaggregation and there are no obvious 
differences in degradation rates of substrates within CytoQ or JUNQ/INQ. This 
suggests that the sequestration of aberrant proteins to JUNQ/INQ does not 
serve the specific spatial link of misfolded proteins and the UPS (Miller et al., 
2015a, 2015b). While this is true for misfolded proteins, the thermosensitivity 
of cells deficient in Hsp70s (ssa1∆ ssa2∆) can be suppressed by Ubp3 
overproduction, independent of Hsp104 due to the deubiquitinase activity of 
Ubp3 rescuing ubiquitylated substrates before proteasomal destruction. The 
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JUNQ/INQ may thus serve the spatial sequestration of misfolding proteins that 
can be either saved or removed (Oling et al., 2014).   

Molecular chaperones 

Hsp42 is required for formation of CytoQ and does not co-localize with the 
JUNQ/INQ, it is thus a specific sorting factor for peripheral aggregates (Specht 
et al., 2011) (Figure 7). Upon loss of Hsp42, cells form only the JUNQ/INQ 
(Escusa-Toret et al., 2013; Specht et al., 2011), which argues against CytoQ as 
an essential precursor of JUNQ/INQ. The unstructured N-terminal region of 
Hsp42 contributes to substrate specificity and contains a prion-like domain, 
which is crucial for its protein sorting action into CytoQ (Grousl et al., 2018; 
Miller et al., 2015a; Specht et al., 2011). A second unstructured N-terminal 
subdomain acts as an important regulator of Hsp42 sequestrase function and 
controls CytoQ number and stability (Grousl et al., 2018). The other yeast sHsp 
in the cytosol, Hsp26, is not required for formation of CytoQ or JUNQ/INQ 
and cannot compensate the sPQC functions of Hsp42 but localizes 
unspecifically to both quality control compartments (Specht et al., 2011). 

Fusion and clearance events of CytoQ are also managed by chaperones and are 
likely two connected processes that are regulated by a balancing act between 
Hsp42 and the disaggregase Hsp104: CytoQ coalesce by Hsp104 action to re-
solubilize the proteins, which are then added into one existing CytoQ by Hsp42 
(Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). This model explains why simultaneous lack of 
Hsp104 and Hsp42 does not affect CytoQ formation or degradation but 
disrupts CytoQ fusion (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). Interestingly, single 
deletions of HSP104 or HSP42 do not affect Ubc9-ts degradation, even though 
CytoQ fusion or CytoQ formation is impaired, respectively, indicating that 
following the general sPQC pathway through CytoQ formation and 
coalescence is not essential for Ubc9-ts degradation. Hsp42 is dispensable for 
IPOD formation, in contrast to Hsp104 (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). Additional 
major factors involved in CytoQ sorting are the cytosolic Hsp70s, as CytoQ 
formation is abolished in ssa1∆ ssa2∆ cells. The large inclusions formed in 
this Hsp70 mutant are also not properly targeted by Hsp104 for disaggregation 
and following degradation of the substrate proteins so that the substantial 
inclusions persist in the cells (Andersson et al., 2021; Escusa-Toret et al., 2013; 
Oling et al., 2014; Shiber et al., 2013, Paper II).  

Protein disaggregation and subsequent handover to other PN machineries are 
intricate parts of sPQC and affect aggregate formation, sequestration into 
protein deposits, aggregate clearance and retention in the mother cell. As such, 
the tri-chaperone system Hsp104-Hsp70-Hsp40 controls aggregate number 
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reporter proteins are sequestered into all described compartments (e.g. Ubc9-
ts). This indicates that sorting factors to distinct sites may determine the 
location of aberrant proteins, depending on properties of the aberrant protein 
species and the stress that the cell experiences. In fact, no unifying sorting 
determinants have been identified yet but protein sequestration was found to 
depend on several factors, including molecular chaperones and the 
cytoskeleton. Major factors involved in sPQC sorting are described in the 
following. 

Ubiquitylation of JUNQ/INQ substrates 

The pioneering sPQC study proposed ubiquitylation as a general sorting signal 
for proteins specifically to JUNQ/INQ: amyloidogenic Rnq1 could be re-
routed from IPOD to JUNQ/INQ when ubiquitylated, additionally, impaired 
ubiquitylation of VHL and Ubc9-ts abrogated their sequestration into 
JUNQ/INQ (Kaganovich et al., 2008). However, following articles revealed 
that the reporter tGnd1-GFP localizes to CytoQ and JUNQ/INQ even when not 
ubiquitylated (Miller et al., 2015a) and that another reporter, DegAB-GFP, 
while ubiquitylated, is sorted to CytoQ but not JUNQ/INQ (although the 
DegAB-GFP aggregates may represent precursors of the JUNQ/INQ, as 
mentioned previously) (Shiber et al., 2013). Both results somewhat argue 
against ubiquitylation as an essential and common sorting signal for aberrant 
proteins to JUNQ/INQ and, at least regarding INQ specifically, no other clear 
commonality between protein species deposited to this site has been identified 
so far, e.g. upon comparison of protein domains and physical features of the 
INQ proteome (Kumar et al., 2022). Ubiquitylation aside, a direct link between 
the targeting of ubiquitylated proteins to the JUNQ/INQ was proposed based 
on the concurrent enrichment of proteasomes at the inclusion site and in the 
nucleus, since the two may present a convenient connection between inclusion 
formation and substrate degradation (Gallina et al., 2015; Kaganovich et al., 
2008). Additionally, JUNQ/INQ substrates are mostly degraded by the UPS, 
which is promoted by the deubiquitinase Ubp3 (Oling et al., 2014). However, 
it was proposed that the proteasomal degradation can only occur after 
extraction from the inclusion through disaggregation and there are no obvious 
differences in degradation rates of substrates within CytoQ or JUNQ/INQ. This 
suggests that the sequestration of aberrant proteins to JUNQ/INQ does not 
serve the specific spatial link of misfolded proteins and the UPS (Miller et al., 
2015a, 2015b). While this is true for misfolded proteins, the thermosensitivity 
of cells deficient in Hsp70s (ssa1∆ ssa2∆) can be suppressed by Ubp3 
overproduction, independent of Hsp104 due to the deubiquitinase activity of 
Ubp3 rescuing ubiquitylated substrates before proteasomal destruction. The 
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JUNQ/INQ may thus serve the spatial sequestration of misfolding proteins that 
can be either saved or removed (Oling et al., 2014).   

Molecular chaperones 

Hsp42 is required for formation of CytoQ and does not co-localize with the 
JUNQ/INQ, it is thus a specific sorting factor for peripheral aggregates (Specht 
et al., 2011) (Figure 7). Upon loss of Hsp42, cells form only the JUNQ/INQ 
(Escusa-Toret et al., 2013; Specht et al., 2011), which argues against CytoQ as 
an essential precursor of JUNQ/INQ. The unstructured N-terminal region of 
Hsp42 contributes to substrate specificity and contains a prion-like domain, 
which is crucial for its protein sorting action into CytoQ (Grousl et al., 2018; 
Miller et al., 2015a; Specht et al., 2011). A second unstructured N-terminal 
subdomain acts as an important regulator of Hsp42 sequestrase function and 
controls CytoQ number and stability (Grousl et al., 2018). The other yeast sHsp 
in the cytosol, Hsp26, is not required for formation of CytoQ or JUNQ/INQ 
and cannot compensate the sPQC functions of Hsp42 but localizes 
unspecifically to both quality control compartments (Specht et al., 2011). 

Fusion and clearance events of CytoQ are also managed by chaperones and are 
likely two connected processes that are regulated by a balancing act between 
Hsp42 and the disaggregase Hsp104: CytoQ coalesce by Hsp104 action to re-
solubilize the proteins, which are then added into one existing CytoQ by Hsp42 
(Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). This model explains why simultaneous lack of 
Hsp104 and Hsp42 does not affect CytoQ formation or degradation but 
disrupts CytoQ fusion (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). Interestingly, single 
deletions of HSP104 or HSP42 do not affect Ubc9-ts degradation, even though 
CytoQ fusion or CytoQ formation is impaired, respectively, indicating that 
following the general sPQC pathway through CytoQ formation and 
coalescence is not essential for Ubc9-ts degradation. Hsp42 is dispensable for 
IPOD formation, in contrast to Hsp104 (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). Additional 
major factors involved in CytoQ sorting are the cytosolic Hsp70s, as CytoQ 
formation is abolished in ssa1∆ ssa2∆ cells. The large inclusions formed in 
this Hsp70 mutant are also not properly targeted by Hsp104 for disaggregation 
and following degradation of the substrate proteins so that the substantial 
inclusions persist in the cells (Andersson et al., 2021; Escusa-Toret et al., 2013; 
Oling et al., 2014; Shiber et al., 2013, Paper II).  

Protein disaggregation and subsequent handover to other PN machineries are 
intricate parts of sPQC and affect aggregate formation, sequestration into 
protein deposits, aggregate clearance and retention in the mother cell. As such, 
the tri-chaperone system Hsp104-Hsp70-Hsp40 controls aggregate number 
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and location. The Hsp40s determine substrate specificity by recruiting Hsp70 
via Ydj1 to stress-induced or Sis1 to amyloidogenic substrates (Reidy et al., 
2014). All known cytosolic protein deposition sites are recognized and targeted 
by Hsp104, however, the recognition by the disaggregase does not result in the 
same dynamics of their clearance (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013; Kaganovich et al., 
2008). The machinery is supported by NEFs (Hsp110); for example, Sse1 and 
its interaction with Hsp70 are required for proper CytoQ resolution and 
substrate degradation (den Brave et al., 2020; Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). Lack 
of Hsp104 results in defective CytoQ and JUNQ/INQ resolution (Escusa-Toret 
et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2015a) and client refolding or degradation can only 
occur after disaggregation through Hsp104. IPOD formation is dependent on 
Hsp104, which is also relevant to its function in prion fragmentation for 
propagation.  

Hsp90 is a chaperone that is not essential to CytoQ formation but affects their 
dynamics and removal (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). It is, however, required for 
the recently described formation of conserved Hsp82 (Hsp90) and Sgt1 foci 
upon heat shock (42°C), whose formation depends on Hsp70-Hsp90-Hsp104 
and a functional proteasome but not on Hsp42 (Eisele et al., 2021). These foci 
partially overlap with CytoQ marked by Hsp42 but do no coalesce, and 
disappear rapidly, indicating that their co-localization is transient and upstream 
of later fusion events of CytoQ into larger inclusions. The Hsp70-Hsp90-
Hsp104 foci interestingly co-localize with synphilin-1 of the Parkinson’s 
disease and defects in this pathway hinder synphilin-1 clearance (Eisele et al., 
2021).     

Another chaperone system that is involved in sPQC is the conserved RQC 
consisting of Rqc1, Rqc2, Ltn1 and Cdc48. The RQC targets aberrant 
translation products, which are usually generated due to ribosome stalling, for 
proteasomal degradation (Brandman et al., 2012; Defenouillère et al., 2013). 
If this PQC pathway fails and aberrant polypeptides accumulate, oligomers and 
insoluble cytosolic inclusions are formed and cause proteotoxicity in yeast. 
This is accompanied by widespread aggregation of other constituents of the 
proteome, including factors of the PN network (Choe et al., 2016). The RQC 
is also required for inclusion formation and detoxification of a huntingtin 
model protein in yeast and thus functions as a sorting factor of this protein 
(Yang et al., 2016). In another huntingtin model protein in yeast, the RQC 
controls the location of huntingtin inclusions and directs them to the cytosolic 
IPOD. Loss of Ltn1 or Rqc1 causes faulty sorting leading to inclusion 
formation in the nucleus, which is associated with exacerbated toxicity 
compared to cytosolic inclusions (Zheng et al., 2017).   
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Cytoskeleton and intracellular trafficking 

Over recent years, the sPQC machinery has been expanded, unexpectedly, by 
the intracellular vesicle trafficking system. The trafficking system, including 
endocytosis and endomembrane trafficking, has been implied in numerous 
neurodegenerative diseases and aging but its specific connection to sPQC was 
unclear (Berglund et al., 2017; Bettayeb et al., 2016a, 2016b; Meriin et al., 
2003; Singh and Muqit, 2020).  

Intracellular vesicle trafficking consists of essential and conserved cellular 
pathways that govern and ensure the transport of cargo, mostly proteins, to 
their proper destination within the cell. These processes are facilitated by 
membrane material enclosing the cargo, transport of the vesicle by the 
cytoskeleton and finally fusion with its membranous destination site to release 
the cargo at the correct location. The major function of vesicle trafficking is to 
direct membrane and soluble organellar proteins, which are co-translationally 
transferred into the ER, further along the secretory pathway.  

Yeast vesicle trafficking is well-conserved and consists of several 
interconnected pathways, whose concerted actions rely on material exchange 
between components and organellar proximity (Feyder et al., 2015). The 
trafficking routes are the exocytosis/secretory (SEC) pathway, directing cargo 
to the plasma membrane or out of the cell, the vacuolar protein sorting (VPS) 
pathway and the more direct alkaline phosphatase (ALP) pathway, which both 
manage transport of cargo towards the vacuole. The internalization of plasma 
membrane proteins or extracellular medium components is executed by 
endocytosis (END pathway), which sends cargo-engulfing endosomes either 
for vacuolar degradation or to the Golgi for recycling (RCY pathway). These 
pathways require intricate sorting of cargo and numerous factors handling the 
transport itself, such as SNARE (soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive-factor 
attachment protein receptor) proteins, COP (coat protein complex)-coated 
vesicles, Rab GTPases and other specialized protein complexes (Ahmadpour 
et al., 2020; Feyder et al., 2015).  

While intracellular trafficking entails several direct functions critical to 
maintain proteostasis, such as correct folding and membrane insertion of ER 
proteins, which rely on classic molecular chaperones such as the Hsp70 Ssa1, 
I will focus on the pathways involved in sPQC of aberrant cytosolic and disease 
proteins in S. cerevisiae. Several lines of evidence suggest an involvement of 
vesicle trafficking in sPQC of amorphous, amyloidogenic and age-associated 
protein aggregates. A genome-wide screen of the non-toxic Htt103QP variant 
of the Huntington’s Disease revealed that the formation of large huntingtin 
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and location. The Hsp40s determine substrate specificity by recruiting Hsp70 
via Ydj1 to stress-induced or Sis1 to amyloidogenic substrates (Reidy et al., 
2014). All known cytosolic protein deposition sites are recognized and targeted 
by Hsp104, however, the recognition by the disaggregase does not result in the 
same dynamics of their clearance (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013; Kaganovich et al., 
2008). The machinery is supported by NEFs (Hsp110); for example, Sse1 and 
its interaction with Hsp70 are required for proper CytoQ resolution and 
substrate degradation (den Brave et al., 2020; Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). Lack 
of Hsp104 results in defective CytoQ and JUNQ/INQ resolution (Escusa-Toret 
et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2015a) and client refolding or degradation can only 
occur after disaggregation through Hsp104. IPOD formation is dependent on 
Hsp104, which is also relevant to its function in prion fragmentation for 
propagation.  

Hsp90 is a chaperone that is not essential to CytoQ formation but affects their 
dynamics and removal (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). It is, however, required for 
the recently described formation of conserved Hsp82 (Hsp90) and Sgt1 foci 
upon heat shock (42°C), whose formation depends on Hsp70-Hsp90-Hsp104 
and a functional proteasome but not on Hsp42 (Eisele et al., 2021). These foci 
partially overlap with CytoQ marked by Hsp42 but do no coalesce, and 
disappear rapidly, indicating that their co-localization is transient and upstream 
of later fusion events of CytoQ into larger inclusions. The Hsp70-Hsp90-
Hsp104 foci interestingly co-localize with synphilin-1 of the Parkinson’s 
disease and defects in this pathway hinder synphilin-1 clearance (Eisele et al., 
2021).     

Another chaperone system that is involved in sPQC is the conserved RQC 
consisting of Rqc1, Rqc2, Ltn1 and Cdc48. The RQC targets aberrant 
translation products, which are usually generated due to ribosome stalling, for 
proteasomal degradation (Brandman et al., 2012; Defenouillère et al., 2013). 
If this PQC pathway fails and aberrant polypeptides accumulate, oligomers and 
insoluble cytosolic inclusions are formed and cause proteotoxicity in yeast. 
This is accompanied by widespread aggregation of other constituents of the 
proteome, including factors of the PN network (Choe et al., 2016). The RQC 
is also required for inclusion formation and detoxification of a huntingtin 
model protein in yeast and thus functions as a sorting factor of this protein 
(Yang et al., 2016). In another huntingtin model protein in yeast, the RQC 
controls the location of huntingtin inclusions and directs them to the cytosolic 
IPOD. Loss of Ltn1 or Rqc1 causes faulty sorting leading to inclusion 
formation in the nucleus, which is associated with exacerbated toxicity 
compared to cytosolic inclusions (Zheng et al., 2017).   
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Cytoskeleton and intracellular trafficking 

Over recent years, the sPQC machinery has been expanded, unexpectedly, by 
the intracellular vesicle trafficking system. The trafficking system, including 
endocytosis and endomembrane trafficking, has been implied in numerous 
neurodegenerative diseases and aging but its specific connection to sPQC was 
unclear (Berglund et al., 2017; Bettayeb et al., 2016a, 2016b; Meriin et al., 
2003; Singh and Muqit, 2020).  

Intracellular vesicle trafficking consists of essential and conserved cellular 
pathways that govern and ensure the transport of cargo, mostly proteins, to 
their proper destination within the cell. These processes are facilitated by 
membrane material enclosing the cargo, transport of the vesicle by the 
cytoskeleton and finally fusion with its membranous destination site to release 
the cargo at the correct location. The major function of vesicle trafficking is to 
direct membrane and soluble organellar proteins, which are co-translationally 
transferred into the ER, further along the secretory pathway.  

Yeast vesicle trafficking is well-conserved and consists of several 
interconnected pathways, whose concerted actions rely on material exchange 
between components and organellar proximity (Feyder et al., 2015). The 
trafficking routes are the exocytosis/secretory (SEC) pathway, directing cargo 
to the plasma membrane or out of the cell, the vacuolar protein sorting (VPS) 
pathway and the more direct alkaline phosphatase (ALP) pathway, which both 
manage transport of cargo towards the vacuole. The internalization of plasma 
membrane proteins or extracellular medium components is executed by 
endocytosis (END pathway), which sends cargo-engulfing endosomes either 
for vacuolar degradation or to the Golgi for recycling (RCY pathway). These 
pathways require intricate sorting of cargo and numerous factors handling the 
transport itself, such as SNARE (soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive-factor 
attachment protein receptor) proteins, COP (coat protein complex)-coated 
vesicles, Rab GTPases and other specialized protein complexes (Ahmadpour 
et al., 2020; Feyder et al., 2015).  

While intracellular trafficking entails several direct functions critical to 
maintain proteostasis, such as correct folding and membrane insertion of ER 
proteins, which rely on classic molecular chaperones such as the Hsp70 Ssa1, 
I will focus on the pathways involved in sPQC of aberrant cytosolic and disease 
proteins in S. cerevisiae. Several lines of evidence suggest an involvement of 
vesicle trafficking in sPQC of amorphous, amyloidogenic and age-associated 
protein aggregates. A genome-wide screen of the non-toxic Htt103QP variant 
of the Huntington’s Disease revealed that the formation of large huntingtin 
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inclusions depends not only on RQC factors, as mentioned previously, but also 
the Golgi-vesicle trafficking machinery, pinpointing vesicle trafficking as a 
sorting factor to IPOD. The study demonstrated a close association of the 
aggregates with the actin cytoskeleton, which is also known for the Htt103Q 
variant (Song et al., 2014), and found that mutation of actin-related genes 
causes toxicity of the otherwise non-toxic Htt103QP variant. In accordance, 
expression of Htt103QP in wild type cells caused defects in endocytosis (Yang 
et al., 2016). A specific sorting factor for IPOD during heat stress and aging is 
Vac17, which acts as the vacuolar adapter protein for Myo2-dependent 
vacuolar inheritance during cell division (Hill et al., 2016). Interestingly, its 
function in sPQC is vacuole-independent and instead requires components of 
the vesicle trafficking machinery. Vac17 controls the formation of IPOD, 
which requires its interaction with Myo2 and additionally the endosome-
component Vps1 and the HOPS/CORVET-subunit Vps16. The article also 
includes an unbiased screen for Hsp104 heat stress-specific physical 
interactors, performed by Hsp104-GFP immunoprecipitation followed by mass 
spectrometry. This approach revealed numerous intracellular trafficking 
components as general Hsp104 interactors, including the essential guanine 
exchange factor Sec7 and the SNARE-related Sec18. Strikingly, the bias 
towards vesicle trafficking components among Hsp104 interactors was even 
more pronounced when analyzing only heat stress-specific interactors, 
indicating that the trafficking machinery and endogenous protein aggregates 
increasingly engage upon heat stress (Hill et al., 2016). Hill et al. mainly 
investigated Vac17-mediated inclusion formation of heat-induced endogenous 
and Ubc9-ts aggregates, but also report that loss of Vac17 does not disturb 
Htt103QP inclusion formation. Kumar et al. identified a similar involvement 
of Myo2-actin-dependent vesicle trafficking for sequestration of an amyloid-
like, prion-domain containing model protein into IPOD (Kumar et al., 2016). 
Specifically, factors required for proper IPOD formation are tropomyosin, 
which interacts with actin cables, Myo2 and Sec18. The key role of Myo2 is 
emphasized by the fact that it is required for functional IPOD targeting of 
several amyloid model proteins (Kumar et al., 2016). Paper III contains a 
screen of the deletion mutant collection for factors required for proper and 
timely aggregate sequestration of endogenous proteins during heat stress and 
reveals enrichments for several components of the intracellular trafficking 
machinery as well. These results are expanded by Paper IV, which contains the 
same screening procedure performed for the essential gene mutant collection. 
Several proteins of the vesicle trafficking machinery are among the factors, 
including Sed5 and Sec7 and again, Myo2, which is also required for proper 
aggregate sequestration at the mitochondrial deposit site (Paper III). As 
mentioned previously, this site may overlap with the IPOD that can contain 
amorphous proteins at the vacuole. This idea is strengthened by the partial co-
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localization of aggregates with vacuole-mitochondria contact site components, 
which, additionally, are required for correct localization of the deposit. The 
results from Paper III and IV are discussed in more detail in section 5 but 
demonstrate that vesicle trafficking and its endomembrane system are required 
for sPQC of several reporter proteins and under various conditions. The precise 
mechanisms behind each described pathway overlap to some extent, as they 
converge on the essential Myo2, and may highlight variations in a general 
sPQC pathway depending on the misfolding protein species and the inclusion 
type to which it is targeted. 

Additional factors 

Two well-characterized sorting factors of sPQC in yeast are the sHsp-like Btn2 
and its paralog Cur1. Both have been implicated in prion propagation and 
curing and in sorting of amorphous misfolding proteins to inclusions 
(Kryndushkin et al., 2012; Malinovska et al., 2012). Prior to its identification 
as a sorting factor to PQC sites, Btn2 was known to function in trafficking and 
recycling of certain late endosome-Golgi substrates. BTN2 expression in 
standard growth conditions is low but heat shock or other stress on the 
proteome induces a striking up-regulation and localization of the protein into 
the nucleus (Malinovska et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2015a). This mechanism 
relates to its specific requirement for JUNQ/INQ formation, which may be 
explained by two models of Btn2 function. One model focuses on the 
compartment-specific aggregase/sequestrase function of Btn2 and Hsp42, 
which facilitate inclusion formation in the nucleus and cytosol, respectively 
(Miller et al., 2015a). Another model includes different Btn2 binding partners 
that sort substrates to distinct inclusions. Hsp42 and Btn2 sort towards 
peripheral aggregates, while Btn2 binding Sis1 allows the import of cytosolic 
misfolded proteins through nuclear pores to the INQ. This process is, in turn, 
regulated through Cur1 binding Sis1, thereby sequestering it to the nucleus, 
which allows Btn2 to act in the cytosol with Hsp42. This is in line with Cur1 
being dispensable for targeting of misfolded proteins to CytoQ and JUNQ/INQ 
(Malinovska et al., 2012; Specht et al., 2011).       

The sorting factors of misfolding proteins to inclusions at mitochondria are not 
well-understood. The sequestration of aggregates at mitochondria occurs under 
diverse stress conditions for various misfolding proteins and is preceded by 
CytoQ formation mainly at mitochondria and ER, often simultaneously (Zhou 
et al., 2014), which is in line with our observations (Paper V). Deposition at 
mitochondria is successful independent of a functional actin cytoskeleton but 
several sorting factors to mitochondrial deposition sites were identified: based 
on the assumption that the sorting may depend on a tether to mitochondria, 
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inclusions depends not only on RQC factors, as mentioned previously, but also 
the Golgi-vesicle trafficking machinery, pinpointing vesicle trafficking as a 
sorting factor to IPOD. The study demonstrated a close association of the 
aggregates with the actin cytoskeleton, which is also known for the Htt103Q 
variant (Song et al., 2014), and found that mutation of actin-related genes 
causes toxicity of the otherwise non-toxic Htt103QP variant. In accordance, 
expression of Htt103QP in wild type cells caused defects in endocytosis (Yang 
et al., 2016). A specific sorting factor for IPOD during heat stress and aging is 
Vac17, which acts as the vacuolar adapter protein for Myo2-dependent 
vacuolar inheritance during cell division (Hill et al., 2016). Interestingly, its 
function in sPQC is vacuole-independent and instead requires components of 
the vesicle trafficking machinery. Vac17 controls the formation of IPOD, 
which requires its interaction with Myo2 and additionally the endosome-
component Vps1 and the HOPS/CORVET-subunit Vps16. The article also 
includes an unbiased screen for Hsp104 heat stress-specific physical 
interactors, performed by Hsp104-GFP immunoprecipitation followed by mass 
spectrometry. This approach revealed numerous intracellular trafficking 
components as general Hsp104 interactors, including the essential guanine 
exchange factor Sec7 and the SNARE-related Sec18. Strikingly, the bias 
towards vesicle trafficking components among Hsp104 interactors was even 
more pronounced when analyzing only heat stress-specific interactors, 
indicating that the trafficking machinery and endogenous protein aggregates 
increasingly engage upon heat stress (Hill et al., 2016). Hill et al. mainly 
investigated Vac17-mediated inclusion formation of heat-induced endogenous 
and Ubc9-ts aggregates, but also report that loss of Vac17 does not disturb 
Htt103QP inclusion formation. Kumar et al. identified a similar involvement 
of Myo2-actin-dependent vesicle trafficking for sequestration of an amyloid-
like, prion-domain containing model protein into IPOD (Kumar et al., 2016). 
Specifically, factors required for proper IPOD formation are tropomyosin, 
which interacts with actin cables, Myo2 and Sec18. The key role of Myo2 is 
emphasized by the fact that it is required for functional IPOD targeting of 
several amyloid model proteins (Kumar et al., 2016). Paper III contains a 
screen of the deletion mutant collection for factors required for proper and 
timely aggregate sequestration of endogenous proteins during heat stress and 
reveals enrichments for several components of the intracellular trafficking 
machinery as well. These results are expanded by Paper IV, which contains the 
same screening procedure performed for the essential gene mutant collection. 
Several proteins of the vesicle trafficking machinery are among the factors, 
including Sed5 and Sec7 and again, Myo2, which is also required for proper 
aggregate sequestration at the mitochondrial deposit site (Paper III). As 
mentioned previously, this site may overlap with the IPOD that can contain 
amorphous proteins at the vacuole. This idea is strengthened by the partial co-
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localization of aggregates with vacuole-mitochondria contact site components, 
which, additionally, are required for correct localization of the deposit. The 
results from Paper III and IV are discussed in more detail in section 5 but 
demonstrate that vesicle trafficking and its endomembrane system are required 
for sPQC of several reporter proteins and under various conditions. The precise 
mechanisms behind each described pathway overlap to some extent, as they 
converge on the essential Myo2, and may highlight variations in a general 
sPQC pathway depending on the misfolding protein species and the inclusion 
type to which it is targeted. 

Additional factors 

Two well-characterized sorting factors of sPQC in yeast are the sHsp-like Btn2 
and its paralog Cur1. Both have been implicated in prion propagation and 
curing and in sorting of amorphous misfolding proteins to inclusions 
(Kryndushkin et al., 2012; Malinovska et al., 2012). Prior to its identification 
as a sorting factor to PQC sites, Btn2 was known to function in trafficking and 
recycling of certain late endosome-Golgi substrates. BTN2 expression in 
standard growth conditions is low but heat shock or other stress on the 
proteome induces a striking up-regulation and localization of the protein into 
the nucleus (Malinovska et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2015a). This mechanism 
relates to its specific requirement for JUNQ/INQ formation, which may be 
explained by two models of Btn2 function. One model focuses on the 
compartment-specific aggregase/sequestrase function of Btn2 and Hsp42, 
which facilitate inclusion formation in the nucleus and cytosol, respectively 
(Miller et al., 2015a). Another model includes different Btn2 binding partners 
that sort substrates to distinct inclusions. Hsp42 and Btn2 sort towards 
peripheral aggregates, while Btn2 binding Sis1 allows the import of cytosolic 
misfolded proteins through nuclear pores to the INQ. This process is, in turn, 
regulated through Cur1 binding Sis1, thereby sequestering it to the nucleus, 
which allows Btn2 to act in the cytosol with Hsp42. This is in line with Cur1 
being dispensable for targeting of misfolded proteins to CytoQ and JUNQ/INQ 
(Malinovska et al., 2012; Specht et al., 2011).       

The sorting factors of misfolding proteins to inclusions at mitochondria are not 
well-understood. The sequestration of aggregates at mitochondria occurs under 
diverse stress conditions for various misfolding proteins and is preceded by 
CytoQ formation mainly at mitochondria and ER, often simultaneously (Zhou 
et al., 2014), which is in line with our observations (Paper V). Deposition at 
mitochondria is successful independent of a functional actin cytoskeleton but 
several sorting factors to mitochondrial deposition sites were identified: based 
on the assumption that the sorting may depend on a tether to mitochondria, 
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Zhou et al. performed a small genetic screen of mitochondrial outer membrane 
protein mutants and we expanded their data with a candidate-based approach 
and by performing a genome-wide screen (Zhou et al., 2014, Paper III, V). 
Contributors to successful deposition of aggregates in proximity to 
mitochondria are, for example Fis1, Mdm12, Mmm1, Clu1, Myo2 and 
vCLAMP (organelle contact site named vacuole and mitochondria patch) 

Figure 7: Spatial sorting factors and pathways involved in sPQC. Misfolded proteins assemble 
into small, amorphous aggregates, CytoQ, which are sequestered into larger inclusions. 
Pathways requiring Btn2 target CytoQ to the nucleus to JUNQ/INQ, or, involving Hsp42, to 
the vacuole into IPOD. The latter pathway may operate together or in parallel with Vac17-
Myo2-actin transport to the vacuole. Another pathway sorting CytoQ largely relies on Sed5 
and ER-Golgi anterograde trafficking and additional components of the vesicle trafficking 
machinery, including Sec7. This pathway also requires Myo2-actin transport and the vacuole-
mitochondria contact site for inclusion deposition proximal to mitochondria. Amyloidogenic 
aggregates become deposited at the IPOD via Myo2-actin transport.  
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components, which all contribute to mitochondrial functions. Additionally, 
many mutants with no known connection to the organelle have been identified 
to be required for this sPQC pathway. It is notable that for most mutants, the 
disruption in mitochondrial association of aggregates is subtle, which can be 
due to the random association that is expected to occur in the crowded cellular 
environment or due to robust sPQC pathway buffering. While mitochondria 
are known to play a role in neurodegenerative disease aggregate localization 
and toxicity (Camilleri et al., 2013; Hashimoto et al., 2003; Pasinelli et al., 
2004), the sorting of amorphously aggregating reporters to mitochondria in 
yeast and the potential sorting of amyloidogenic proteins towards a 
mitochondria-adjacent site are unclear.  

3.3.3 FUNCTIONS OF SPQC 
The fact that sPQC is an energy-intensive and factor-dependent, organized 
process is indicative of its key function in maintaining a healthy proteome. 
Numerous specific functions of sPQC have been identified. While they may be 
context-dependent, much data indicates an overall positive effect of functional 
sPQC upon protein misfolding.  

Fitness and survival 

Early studies of heat shock proteins revealed their essential function in 
thermotolerance, i.e. survival and recovery after heat insult, which implies a 
direct function of molecular chaperones in stress resistance. It is the 
disaggregase function of Hsp104 that is essential for thermotolerance as it re-
activates proteins sequestered into inclusions (Glover and Lindquist, 1998, 
Paper I). The formation of CytoQ and of larger inclusions contributes to stress 
resistance. For example, yeast cells that cannot form CytoQ due to loss of 
Hsp42 have a reduced fitness at 37°C (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). Another 
report emphasizing the important function of protein aggregate formation for 
stress resistance found that many mature, native proteins undergo reversible 
foci formation during stress, often not misfolding or being damaged in the 
process, which is also not followed by their degradation but actual recovery of 
proteins upon stress removal (Wallace et al., 2015). Even irreversible 
formation of the age-associated protein deposit in yeast cells does not impair 
their PQC capacity and does not correlate with proteostasis imbalance, 
suggesting that sequestration during aging may also be an initially protective, 
rather than deleterious fitness and survival strategy (Saarikangas and Barral, 
2015).  
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Zhou et al. performed a small genetic screen of mitochondrial outer membrane 
protein mutants and we expanded their data with a candidate-based approach 
and by performing a genome-wide screen (Zhou et al., 2014, Paper III, V). 
Contributors to successful deposition of aggregates in proximity to 
mitochondria are, for example Fis1, Mdm12, Mmm1, Clu1, Myo2 and 
vCLAMP (organelle contact site named vacuole and mitochondria patch) 

Figure 7: Spatial sorting factors and pathways involved in sPQC. Misfolded proteins assemble 
into small, amorphous aggregates, CytoQ, which are sequestered into larger inclusions. 
Pathways requiring Btn2 target CytoQ to the nucleus to JUNQ/INQ, or, involving Hsp42, to 
the vacuole into IPOD. The latter pathway may operate together or in parallel with Vac17-
Myo2-actin transport to the vacuole. Another pathway sorting CytoQ largely relies on Sed5 
and ER-Golgi anterograde trafficking and additional components of the vesicle trafficking 
machinery, including Sec7. This pathway also requires Myo2-actin transport and the vacuole-
mitochondria contact site for inclusion deposition proximal to mitochondria. Amyloidogenic 
aggregates become deposited at the IPOD via Myo2-actin transport.  
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components, which all contribute to mitochondrial functions. Additionally, 
many mutants with no known connection to the organelle have been identified 
to be required for this sPQC pathway. It is notable that for most mutants, the 
disruption in mitochondrial association of aggregates is subtle, which can be 
due to the random association that is expected to occur in the crowded cellular 
environment or due to robust sPQC pathway buffering. While mitochondria 
are known to play a role in neurodegenerative disease aggregate localization 
and toxicity (Camilleri et al., 2013; Hashimoto et al., 2003; Pasinelli et al., 
2004), the sorting of amorphously aggregating reporters to mitochondria in 
yeast and the potential sorting of amyloidogenic proteins towards a 
mitochondria-adjacent site are unclear.  

3.3.3 FUNCTIONS OF SPQC 
The fact that sPQC is an energy-intensive and factor-dependent, organized 
process is indicative of its key function in maintaining a healthy proteome. 
Numerous specific functions of sPQC have been identified. While they may be 
context-dependent, much data indicates an overall positive effect of functional 
sPQC upon protein misfolding.  

Fitness and survival 

Early studies of heat shock proteins revealed their essential function in 
thermotolerance, i.e. survival and recovery after heat insult, which implies a 
direct function of molecular chaperones in stress resistance. It is the 
disaggregase function of Hsp104 that is essential for thermotolerance as it re-
activates proteins sequestered into inclusions (Glover and Lindquist, 1998, 
Paper I). The formation of CytoQ and of larger inclusions contributes to stress 
resistance. For example, yeast cells that cannot form CytoQ due to loss of 
Hsp42 have a reduced fitness at 37°C (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). Another 
report emphasizing the important function of protein aggregate formation for 
stress resistance found that many mature, native proteins undergo reversible 
foci formation during stress, often not misfolding or being damaged in the 
process, which is also not followed by their degradation but actual recovery of 
proteins upon stress removal (Wallace et al., 2015). Even irreversible 
formation of the age-associated protein deposit in yeast cells does not impair 
their PQC capacity and does not correlate with proteostasis imbalance, 
suggesting that sequestration during aging may also be an initially protective, 
rather than deleterious fitness and survival strategy (Saarikangas and Barral, 
2015).  
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Healthy proteome 

Aberrant proteins cause cytotoxicity due to a loss-of-function, i.e. when factors 
essential for PQC and survival become misfolded and nonfunctional or 
essential factors become sequestered into pre-existing aggregates, or due to a 
much more difficult to predict gain-of-function, which may be based on faulty 
interactions of the misfolded protein. Conformers can also become toxic due 
to sequestration of unrelated proteins into aggregates and interference with 
cellular structures such as membranes (Balchin et al., 2016; Bode et al., 2017; 
Fusco et al., 2017; Gruber et al., 2018; Hartl et al., 2011; Hartl and Hayer-
Hartl, 2009; Olzscha et al., 2011; Park et al., 2013). These potentially harmful 
processes caused by protein misfolding in the crowded cellular environment 
can be avoided or mitigated by sequestration into aggregates and organized 
deposition at protective sites. sPQC can thus save essential proteins from 
further aggregation, restrict aberrant interactions and shield indispensable 
cellular processes and components from toxic conformers.  

sPQC also serves important purposes for the PN components upon stress. 
When cells are exposed to heat stress or other protein misfolding conditions, 
they become vulnerable to widespread protein aggregation of previously 
folded proteins and especially of nascent polypeptides during translation. The 
controlled aggregation of damaged or misfolded proteins and their deposition 
into protective inclusions relieves PN factors from this burden and facilitates 
to prioritize essential tasks upon immediate stress. To gather proteins for 
refolding after stress relief can also be superior to the destruction of proteins 
when it comes to energy costs (Oling et al., 2014). Additionally, orderly 
sequestration of protein aggregates into inclusions is beneficial for their 
clearance through repair or degradation, likely due to the more efficient 
temporal and spatial accumulation of PQC components at such sites, which 
facilitates downstream processing. This becomes evident when taking into 
account that the JUNQ/INQ is a dynamic compartment, while the IPOD is 
rather immobile and may harbor terminally misfolded protein species 
(depending on the definition of IPOD).  

While protein deposits are known features of numerous diseases, mounting 
evidence indicates that aggregates themselves are not toxic to the cell and that 
sequestration of misfolded proteins into larger inclusions is actually a 
regulated, protective mechanism to evade proteotoxicity (Arrasate et al., 2004; 
Miller et al., 2015b; Sontag et al., 2017; Wolfe et al., 2013). This observation 
holds true for cells, animal models and patient data (Arrasate et al., 2004; 
Gutekunst et al., 1999; Kuemmerle et al., 1999), suggesting that further sPQC 
research is crucial to understand the differences in toxic versus benign 
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aggregates. A useful explanation is that several smaller aggregates and 
misfolded oligomers have a higher aggregate surface area available for 
aberrant interactions compared to larger inclusions. Such a restriction in 
exposed aggregate surface may explain why fewer, larger inclusions mitigate 
toxicity of diverse disease proteins. However, surface area alone cannot 
account for toxicity (Duennwald et al., 2006b). This model for inclusion 
formation as a beneficial strategy to combat aberrant proteins is especially 
applicable for amyloid and prion proteins. Such protein conformers are known 
to seed aggregation by functioning as templates, gradually trapping more 
proteins within aggregates, and to then propagate within the cell into further 
small aggregates for inheritance of these structures (Douglas et al., 2008).   

Asymmetric inheritance 

The concentration of 
damaged or potentially 
toxic protein products into 
inclusions serves an 
evolutionary conserved 
mechanism with great 
importance for cellular 
aging, the asymmetric 
inheritance that facilitates 
rejuvenation of progeny 
(Figure 8). Functional 
inclusion formation is 
crucial for the mother-
biased retention that keeps 
daughter cells free of 
damage. This asymmetry is 
known from bacteria to 
yeast and stem cells and 
ultimately contributes to 
aggregate clearance on the cell-population level, since daughter cells will arise 
damage-free and with a reset replicative potential (Aguilaniu, 2003; Erjavec et 
al., 2007). Accordingly, mutant cells with symmetric inheritance phenotypes, 
such as sir2∆ or vac17∆, have a shorter replicative lifespan (Erjavec et al., 
2007; Hill et al., 2016). Importantly, this mechanism is not limited to the 
budding divisions of yeast but also exists in symmetrically dividing cells 
(Bufalino et al., 2013; Fuentealba et al., 2008; Hernebring et al., 2006; Rujano 
et al., 2006). Asymmetric inheritance of faulty proteins and aggregates in 
budding yeast is governed by numerous factors and cellular structures. Several 

Figure 8: Asymmetric inheritance of protein aggregates in 
budding yeast depends on Hsp104, Myo2, actin and 
additional factors and may be facilitated through 
confinement of inclusions to organelles and the controlled 
inheritance of organelles. Protein aggregates can be 
transported into the mother cell through retrograde actin 
cable flow originating at the polarisome. 
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Healthy proteome 

Aberrant proteins cause cytotoxicity due to a loss-of-function, i.e. when factors 
essential for PQC and survival become misfolded and nonfunctional or 
essential factors become sequestered into pre-existing aggregates, or due to a 
much more difficult to predict gain-of-function, which may be based on faulty 
interactions of the misfolded protein. Conformers can also become toxic due 
to sequestration of unrelated proteins into aggregates and interference with 
cellular structures such as membranes (Balchin et al., 2016; Bode et al., 2017; 
Fusco et al., 2017; Gruber et al., 2018; Hartl et al., 2011; Hartl and Hayer-
Hartl, 2009; Olzscha et al., 2011; Park et al., 2013). These potentially harmful 
processes caused by protein misfolding in the crowded cellular environment 
can be avoided or mitigated by sequestration into aggregates and organized 
deposition at protective sites. sPQC can thus save essential proteins from 
further aggregation, restrict aberrant interactions and shield indispensable 
cellular processes and components from toxic conformers.  

sPQC also serves important purposes for the PN components upon stress. 
When cells are exposed to heat stress or other protein misfolding conditions, 
they become vulnerable to widespread protein aggregation of previously 
folded proteins and especially of nascent polypeptides during translation. The 
controlled aggregation of damaged or misfolded proteins and their deposition 
into protective inclusions relieves PN factors from this burden and facilitates 
to prioritize essential tasks upon immediate stress. To gather proteins for 
refolding after stress relief can also be superior to the destruction of proteins 
when it comes to energy costs (Oling et al., 2014). Additionally, orderly 
sequestration of protein aggregates into inclusions is beneficial for their 
clearance through repair or degradation, likely due to the more efficient 
temporal and spatial accumulation of PQC components at such sites, which 
facilitates downstream processing. This becomes evident when taking into 
account that the JUNQ/INQ is a dynamic compartment, while the IPOD is 
rather immobile and may harbor terminally misfolded protein species 
(depending on the definition of IPOD).  

While protein deposits are known features of numerous diseases, mounting 
evidence indicates that aggregates themselves are not toxic to the cell and that 
sequestration of misfolded proteins into larger inclusions is actually a 
regulated, protective mechanism to evade proteotoxicity (Arrasate et al., 2004; 
Miller et al., 2015b; Sontag et al., 2017; Wolfe et al., 2013). This observation 
holds true for cells, animal models and patient data (Arrasate et al., 2004; 
Gutekunst et al., 1999; Kuemmerle et al., 1999), suggesting that further sPQC 
research is crucial to understand the differences in toxic versus benign 
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aggregates. A useful explanation is that several smaller aggregates and 
misfolded oligomers have a higher aggregate surface area available for 
aberrant interactions compared to larger inclusions. Such a restriction in 
exposed aggregate surface may explain why fewer, larger inclusions mitigate 
toxicity of diverse disease proteins. However, surface area alone cannot 
account for toxicity (Duennwald et al., 2006b). This model for inclusion 
formation as a beneficial strategy to combat aberrant proteins is especially 
applicable for amyloid and prion proteins. Such protein conformers are known 
to seed aggregation by functioning as templates, gradually trapping more 
proteins within aggregates, and to then propagate within the cell into further 
small aggregates for inheritance of these structures (Douglas et al., 2008).   

Asymmetric inheritance 

The concentration of 
damaged or potentially 
toxic protein products into 
inclusions serves an 
evolutionary conserved 
mechanism with great 
importance for cellular 
aging, the asymmetric 
inheritance that facilitates 
rejuvenation of progeny 
(Figure 8). Functional 
inclusion formation is 
crucial for the mother-
biased retention that keeps 
daughter cells free of 
damage. This asymmetry is 
known from bacteria to 
yeast and stem cells and 
ultimately contributes to 
aggregate clearance on the cell-population level, since daughter cells will arise 
damage-free and with a reset replicative potential (Aguilaniu, 2003; Erjavec et 
al., 2007). Accordingly, mutant cells with symmetric inheritance phenotypes, 
such as sir2∆ or vac17∆, have a shorter replicative lifespan (Erjavec et al., 
2007; Hill et al., 2016). Importantly, this mechanism is not limited to the 
budding divisions of yeast but also exists in symmetrically dividing cells 
(Bufalino et al., 2013; Fuentealba et al., 2008; Hernebring et al., 2006; Rujano 
et al., 2006). Asymmetric inheritance of faulty proteins and aggregates in 
budding yeast is governed by numerous factors and cellular structures. Several 

Figure 8: Asymmetric inheritance of protein aggregates in 
budding yeast depends on Hsp104, Myo2, actin and 
additional factors and may be facilitated through 
confinement of inclusions to organelles and the controlled 
inheritance of organelles. Protein aggregates can be 
transported into the mother cell through retrograde actin 
cable flow originating at the polarisome. 
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models of asymmetry establishment in yeast have been proposed and are not 
necessarily mutually exclusive, especially since they may differ depending on 
the inclusion species of interest. One model is largely based on attachment of 
aggregates to the actin cytoskeleton (Liu et al., 2010; Song et al., 2014), which 
prevents aggregates from leaking to the mother cell due to the retrograde flow 
of actin cables from the polarisome during budding. Additionally, on rare 
occasions, aggregates may escape this system and are transported back from 
the daughter into the mother cell via active retrograde transport (Erjavec et al., 
2007; Liu et al., 2010; Song et al., 2014). It was proposed that the important 
role of Hsp104 in asymmetric inheritance is based on its crucial attachment of 
the aggregates to actin, which would explain why hsp104∆ cells display 
perturbed asymmetry (Erjavec et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2011; Spokoini et al., 
2012; Tessarz et al., 2009). The other models are linked to organelle 
association of protein aggregates, which possibly relates to the proposed 
function of actin in asymmetric inheritance as actin is required for organelle 
inheritance and in direct contact with organelles. One report builds on the 
confinement of JUNQ/INQ and IPOD to nucleus and vacuole, respectively, 
and suggests that this attachment to organelles restricts aggregates from 
entering the bud (Kaganovich et al., 2008; Spokoini et al., 2012). The 
asymmetry of inclusions at the vacuole, shown for the misfolded protein-
containing IPOD, is established through the previously mentioned inclusion 
sorting factor Vac17 and its interaction with Myo2 and actin in vesicle 
trafficking (Hill et al., 2016). The last model is based on the finding that 
aggregates are captured and sequestered into larger deposits at mitochondria in 
a Fis1-dependent process, which reduces their mobility and confines them to 
the mother cell during budding and Myo2-mediated mitochondrial inheritance 
(Böckler et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2014).    

3.3.4 SPQC DURING AGING 
As mentioned in section 2, damaged and misfolded proteins are known to 
accumulate during aging and a decline in proteostasis is a hallmark of aging 
(López-Otín et al., 2013). In yeast, spatial PQC is affected by aging and 
exhibits signs of deterioration, and protein aggregates and misfolded proteins 
are determined aging factors. A clear manifestation of this is the age-
dependent, gradual formation of typically a single inclusion visualized with 
Hsp104-GFP, termed age-associated protein deposit (APOD), which appears 
early during aging, i.e. in >80% of cells older than 6 generations (Aguilaniu, 
2003; Erjavec et al., 2007; Saarikangas and Barral, 2015). This protein deposit 
co-localizes with the Hsp70s Ssa1 and Ssa2, Hsp42, the J-domain protein Ydj1 
and, to a low extent, with Hsp26 but not with the PN factors Sis1 or Hsp82. 
The deposit is distinct from other known protein inclusions. The formation 
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occurs from precursors confined to the ER diffusion barrier of the mother cell 
and is Hsp42-dependent. Its mother-biased retention during budding is likely 
facilitated through actin cables and/or association to mitochondria, which is in 
line with the major models of asymmetric inheritance of protein aggregates in 
yeast developed mainly using stressed young cells (Saarikangas et al., 2017; 
Saarikangas and Barral, 2015; Zhou et al., 2014). The formation of this deposit 
is not necessarily the manifestation of a failing PQC system itself but may be 
part of a response to damage accumulating during cellular aging and the sPQC 
attempting to maintain proteostasis as well as possible. In fact, old yeast cells 
are capable of handling certain proteotoxic stresses like young cells, 
exemplified by the successful clearance of heat-induced aggregates. The 
presence of an age-related deposit even promotes degradation of cytosolic 
substrates by the UPS (Saarikangas and Barral, 2015). Overall, the data suggest 
that the formation of an inclusion of damaged/misfolded proteins during age is 
a protective mechanism that attempts to ensure functional PQC while systems 
gradually decline rather than the manifestation of the deteriorating sPQC 
system itself. This is consistent with the general notion that inclusion formation 
by sPQC likely serves a cytoprotective function in many cellular contexts 
(section 3.3.3). Of course, the PQC enters a battle that is eventually lost, 
causing deterioration and cell death. For example, aged cells are no longer able 
to sequester Htt103QP into large inclusions (Yang et al., 2016) and Hsp70 
accumulates in small peripheral aggregates with increasing age (Oling et al., 
2014). They also exhibit symmetric inheritance of protein aggregates, which 
interfere with daughter cell rejuvenation and their replicative lifespan potential 
reset (Aguilaniu, 2003; Erjavec et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2014).  

How yeast lifespan and PQC are mechanistically related and the sequence of 
events during aging are still under investigation, but recent articles have found 
specific pathways that clearly link the two. For example, the non-canonical 
chaperone Tsa1, which is required for proper sPQC of aggregates induced by 
oxidative stress, is also important for management of deposits associated with 
aging. The loss of Tsa1 causes a reduced replicative lifespan, while 
overproduction increases lifespan, with the lifespan extension partially 
depending on certain PN factors (Hanzén et al., 2016). Similarly, the role of 
Vac17 in sPQC via its vacuole inheritance-independent functions controls 
replicative lifespan. Overproducing Vac17 even results in lifespan extension 
(Hill et al., 2016). The reduction in lifespan caused by loss of different 
chaperones also speaks for the critical function of proteostasis maintenance 
when cells age (Andersson et al., 2021; Erjavec et al., 2007; Oling et al., 2014) 
but is intimately tied to the inherent energy cost that comes with chaperone 
function, requiring a careful balance to impact lifespan positively (Andersson 
et al., 2013; Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). Additionally, it may be specific PQC 
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models of asymmetry establishment in yeast have been proposed and are not 
necessarily mutually exclusive, especially since they may differ depending on 
the inclusion species of interest. One model is largely based on attachment of 
aggregates to the actin cytoskeleton (Liu et al., 2010; Song et al., 2014), which 
prevents aggregates from leaking to the mother cell due to the retrograde flow 
of actin cables from the polarisome during budding. Additionally, on rare 
occasions, aggregates may escape this system and are transported back from 
the daughter into the mother cell via active retrograde transport (Erjavec et al., 
2007; Liu et al., 2010; Song et al., 2014). It was proposed that the important 
role of Hsp104 in asymmetric inheritance is based on its crucial attachment of 
the aggregates to actin, which would explain why hsp104∆ cells display 
perturbed asymmetry (Erjavec et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2011; Spokoini et al., 
2012; Tessarz et al., 2009). The other models are linked to organelle 
association of protein aggregates, which possibly relates to the proposed 
function of actin in asymmetric inheritance as actin is required for organelle 
inheritance and in direct contact with organelles. One report builds on the 
confinement of JUNQ/INQ and IPOD to nucleus and vacuole, respectively, 
and suggests that this attachment to organelles restricts aggregates from 
entering the bud (Kaganovich et al., 2008; Spokoini et al., 2012). The 
asymmetry of inclusions at the vacuole, shown for the misfolded protein-
containing IPOD, is established through the previously mentioned inclusion 
sorting factor Vac17 and its interaction with Myo2 and actin in vesicle 
trafficking (Hill et al., 2016). The last model is based on the finding that 
aggregates are captured and sequestered into larger deposits at mitochondria in 
a Fis1-dependent process, which reduces their mobility and confines them to 
the mother cell during budding and Myo2-mediated mitochondrial inheritance 
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occurs from precursors confined to the ER diffusion barrier of the mother cell 
and is Hsp42-dependent. Its mother-biased retention during budding is likely 
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that the formation of an inclusion of damaged/misfolded proteins during age is 
a protective mechanism that attempts to ensure functional PQC while systems 
gradually decline rather than the manifestation of the deteriorating sPQC 
system itself. This is consistent with the general notion that inclusion formation 
by sPQC likely serves a cytoprotective function in many cellular contexts 
(section 3.3.3). Of course, the PQC enters a battle that is eventually lost, 
causing deterioration and cell death. For example, aged cells are no longer able 
to sequester Htt103QP into large inclusions (Yang et al., 2016) and Hsp70 
accumulates in small peripheral aggregates with increasing age (Oling et al., 
2014). They also exhibit symmetric inheritance of protein aggregates, which 
interfere with daughter cell rejuvenation and their replicative lifespan potential 
reset (Aguilaniu, 2003; Erjavec et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2014).  

How yeast lifespan and PQC are mechanistically related and the sequence of 
events during aging are still under investigation, but recent articles have found 
specific pathways that clearly link the two. For example, the non-canonical 
chaperone Tsa1, which is required for proper sPQC of aggregates induced by 
oxidative stress, is also important for management of deposits associated with 
aging. The loss of Tsa1 causes a reduced replicative lifespan, while 
overproduction increases lifespan, with the lifespan extension partially 
depending on certain PN factors (Hanzén et al., 2016). Similarly, the role of 
Vac17 in sPQC via its vacuole inheritance-independent functions controls 
replicative lifespan. Overproducing Vac17 even results in lifespan extension 
(Hill et al., 2016). The reduction in lifespan caused by loss of different 
chaperones also speaks for the critical function of proteostasis maintenance 
when cells age (Andersson et al., 2021; Erjavec et al., 2007; Oling et al., 2014) 
but is intimately tied to the inherent energy cost that comes with chaperone 
function, requiring a careful balance to impact lifespan positively (Andersson 
et al., 2013; Escusa-Toret et al., 2013). Additionally, it may be specific PQC 
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functions of chaperones that are crucial to reach a normal lifespan, while others 
may be dispensable (Andersson et al., 2021). The above described APOD is 
not formed upon loss of Hsp42 and arises at younger age in hsp104∆ cells, 
which is similar to the proposed mechanism of Hsp104-Hsp42 balance for 
CytoQ formation. Loss of Hsp42 causes an increased lifespan, while loss of 
Hsp104 shortens it, which correlates with the APOD formation and is in line 
with another report for extended lifespan when counteracting protein 
aggregation (Hill et al., 2014). This argues for the APOD being a consequence 
and a cause for aging, even though it may also serve cytoprotective functions 
as APOD formation does not impair proteostasis, even ensures its functionality 
(Saarikangas and Barral, 2015). These examples show that the impact of sPQC 
on aging and vice-versa are not well understood. Overall, it is clear that cells 
lose the ability to properly sequester damaged/misfolded proteins and that the 
formation of large inclusions may be important to maintain regular lifespan. 
The progressive deterioration of sPQC is likely connected to other systems 
accumulating damage, such as organellar dysfunctions and failing co-
translational PQC (Hill et al., 2017; Stein et al., 2022) and it will be difficult 
to identify and manipulate a single starting point for cellular aging. The 
accumulation of aggregates of certain proteins is a hallmark of aging (López-
Otín et al., 2013) and may cause a feedback loop by sequestering essential PN 
factors, exacerbating a proteostasis decline into collapse (Moreno et al., 2019; 
Moreno and Aldea, 2020), even though the sequestration process itself may be 
an attempt at a cytoprotective response by the cells (Walther et al., 2015). A 
recent report determined that aged cells often undergo an arrest in the G1 phase 
of the cell cycle directly before cell death/lysis and accumulate key regulators 
of the start of the cell cycle in the nucleus (Moreno et al., 2019). The authors 
propose a pathway for aging, integrating several aging phenotypes, that is 
based on the gradual decrease in chaperone availability during aging due to 
accumulation of damage thanks to the mother-biased retention of protein 
aggregates, which impairs the processing of key cell cycle regulators. The 
damages that arise in multiple systems converge in this gradual collapse in 
proteostasis, which ultimately leads to a final cell cycle arrest and cell death 
(Moreno and Aldea, 2020).   
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4 STUDYING SPQC IN S. CEREVISIAE 
Budding yeast is a single-celled eukaryote known for its feasibility, a wide 
range of available resources and the relative ease of genetic manipulation of 
the cells. Much of our current knowledge within the proteostasis field is based 
on studies performed with S. cerevisiae. Yeast has several important features 
as a model for this work: pathways are highly conserved, such as the heat shock 
response and the molecular chaperones maintaining proteostasis. The cells 
have a short and finite replicative lifespan, which makes them useful for studies 
of PQC in the context of cellular aging. Their asymmetrical divisions entail the 
mother-biased retention of aging factors, including protein aggregates, which 
allows daughter cell rejuvenation and is thus relevant to research on aging and 
stem cells. Numerous genome-wide screens in yeast helped identify parts of 
the PQC involved in management of neurodegenerative disease proteins in 
other eukaryotes. The pioneering report in cytosolic sPQC, which showed that 
inclusions are confined to specific sites in the cell depending on protein 
species, relied on yeast for initial work and expanded the findings to more 
complex cells (Kaganovich et al., 2008). Consequently, budding yeast has 
been, from the beginning, a proven model system to study spatial PQC.  

4.1 HEAT STRESS AND REPLICATIVE AGING 
Exposing cells to stress that causes protein un- and misfolding is a common 
strategy to induce and study the response of the PQC machinery. Elevated 
temperature is known to destabilize proteins and induces the highly conserved 
cellular heat shock response (HSR). How yeast cells attempt to maintain a 
healthy proteome upon this protein folding stress varies depending on the 
applied temperature. The optimal growth temperature for wild type yeast cells 
is 30°C and a shift to 37-38°C is considered a mild/moderate heat shock, also 
called heat stress, which causes a notable adjustment of the cells to the 
environment, while their growth rate and fitness are not perturbed, as 
translation continues. A severe to sublethal heat shock is often performed by 
exposing cells to 42-46°C and results in a different response to this more severe 
stress with ultimately slowed growth due to decreased/stalled translation. A 
heat shock at 50°C can only be applied for short timespans followed by 
recovery at lower temperature, since the cells would otherwise die upon 
prolonged exposure (Mühlhofer et al., 2019). Heat-shocking yeast cells at 
different temperatures was instrumental to the discovery of heat shock proteins 
and the concept of thermotolerance (Sanchez and Lindquist, 1990; Verghese 
Jacob et al., 2012). In the articles included in this thesis, we mostly perform a 
mild heat shock at 38°C, occasionally followed by a period of recovery at 
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functions of chaperones that are crucial to reach a normal lifespan, while others 
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based on the gradual decrease in chaperone availability during aging due to 
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mild heat shock at 38°C, occasionally followed by a period of recovery at 
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30°C. It is important to be aware of how the cell reacts to these conditions 
when interpreting data from PQC assays.  

Mild heat stress and severe heat shock are established methods to study the 
cytosolic PQC response and both come with distinct cellular adaptations. A 
recent study acquired transcriptomics, translatomics and proteomics data from 
yeast cells exposed to 37, 42 and 46°C and the results show clear variations in 
the cellular response depending on the severity of stress (Mühlhofer et al., 
2019). Mild heat stress conditions cause a rapid response of the transcriptome 
with the induction of ca. 1,800 genes after 15 minutes, which is recapitulated 
in translatomics but not in proteomics, as previously observed (Jarnuczak et 
al., 2018). This initial sharp rise in transcriptomal kinetics upon mild heat stress 
is followed by a slow recovery when heat stress continues, indicative of the 
adaptation of the cell to elevated temperature. Such reprogramming is not 
sufficient when the temperature is higher and the transcriptome thus answers 
with a continuous increase in upregulation of certain genes. Global protein 
production is strongly decreased at severe heat shock (Cherkasov et al., 2013; 
Shalgi et al., 2013), indicative of the cellular adjustment away from adaptation 
towards a halt in growth until recovery. Importantly, the actual protein levels 
do not correlate well with the gene expression data that indicate such a sharp 
induction of certain genes at early time points. In fact, at 37 and 42°C, 
chaperones and other molecules involved in stress resistance and UPS 
components were found to be increased in abundance, while ribosomal 
proteins and other translational components were decreased, which is in line 
with known physiological adaptations to such stress, but not with the 
transcriptomal readout (Mühlhofer et al., 2019). Mild heat stress leads to 
increased levels of especially sHsps, which indicates that the cellular PQC 
focuses first on preventing aggregation before it addresses protein re-activation 
and degradation (Jarnuczak et al., 2018). In accordance with increased UPS 
components, ubiquitylation of global proteins is elevated after 30 min at 
37/42°C and decreased after 1 hour of recovery (Mühlhofer et al., 2019). It 
appears that the increase in protein degradation mainly affects newly 
synthesized proteins and not the global proteome (Medicherla and Goldberg, 
2008). This effect ceases after 90 min at 38°C, indicating that the proteome is 
now stably adjusted to the new temperature (Medicherla and Goldberg, 2008). 
Proteasomal clearance is thus an adaptation during mild heat shock that 
continues during stress relief and may play a role in ensuring solubility of 
certain proteins, as some identified proteins are constantly translated and 
degraded during heat shock, keeping total levels unchanged (Mühlhofer et al., 
2019). The authors claim that aggregation does not play an important role in 
the HSR at 37 and 42°C but only at sublethal temperatures, when known phase 
separating proteins form condensates, which is in agreement with such 
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aggregation mostly being observed when cells are under severe stress 
conditions. The authors conclude that, while some factors known to undergo 
LLPS aggregate even at mild heat shock, LLPS does not play a key regulatory 
role during mild heat stress (Cherkasov et al., 2013; Mühlhofer et al., 2019; 
Wallace et al., 2015), as important regulators, such as Pab1, remain soluble. 
Importantly, these biochemical approaches to heat shock highlight the 
differences between fluorescent foci detectable with the microscope (“visible 
aggregates”) and those that are part of the pelletable fraction in the cell but do 
not form foci (Wallace et al., 2015). If UPS is disrupted upon mild heat stress 
and cannot degrade properly during early time points as it should, aggregation 
occurs, indicating that the degraded proteins are removed due to thermal 
damage (Medicherla and Goldberg, 2008).   

An important detail in their report is that, while transcriptional changes that 
take place upon thermal stress (37/42°C) seem to be reverted when cells are 
returned to standard growth temperature (25°C), the proteome does not 
respond as fast and remains in its stress configuration until the 1h recovery 
measurement (Mühlhofer et al., 2019) or even longer (Jarnuczak et al., 2018). 
This likely aids in recovery processes that gradually allow the cell to adapt 
back to non-stress growth conditions. Specifically at 37°C, the stress response 
leads to an efficient adaptation without perturbing growth, which links to the 
concept of thermotolerance, in that elevated temperature causes cells to prepare 
for more strenuous conditions (Mühlhofer et al., 2019).  

In addition to the above-described changes in gene expression and proteostasis, 
the yeast cell undergoes large structural changes during continuous mild heat 
shock. Cells increase in size and concomitantly, many organelles and cellular 
components enlarge as well, all in a rapid response already after 15 min of heat 
stress. For example, mitochondria and vacuoles expand, which also impacts 
organelle contact sites. The nucleus first reduces in size at the early 15 min 
time point and then recovers to its size before stress (Keuenhof et al., 2022). 
During proteotoxic stress, nuclear envelope budding is increased, which 
functions in exchange of material between nucleus and cytoplasm. The authors 
suggest that this stress response may contribute to PQC by facilitating 
nucleocytoplasmic communication (Panagaki et al., 2021). 

Another condition that causes proteostasis imbalance in yeast is replicative 
aging, which occurs when yeast cells produce daughter cells. The replicative 
lifespan potential of single yeast cells is limited and wild type laboratory 
strains generate a median of 25 daughter cells. The finite replicative potential 
differs strongly among each cell within a population and cells can reach an age 
of 50-60 divisions. As aging is accompanied by the accumulation of 
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suggest that this stress response may contribute to PQC by facilitating 
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Another condition that causes proteostasis imbalance in yeast is replicative 
aging, which occurs when yeast cells produce daughter cells. The replicative 
lifespan potential of single yeast cells is limited and wild type laboratory 
strains generate a median of 25 daughter cells. The finite replicative potential 
differs strongly among each cell within a population and cells can reach an age 
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intracellular damage, including protein aggregates, cells ultimately divide a 
final time and eventually lyse, often after being arrested in G1 of the cell cycle. 
The daughter cells that arise do not inherit the cellular damage from the mother 
and are thus rejuvenated with a full replicative potential (Egilmez and 
Jazwinski, 1989; Jazwinski et al., 1989).  

The first characterizations of the budding yeast replicative lifespan were 
performed using dissection microscopes for manual dissection of mother and 
daughter cells (Mortimer and Johnston, 1959). Such an assessment of lifespan 
is still considered a standard method in yeast aging but is more and more 
replaced by less labor-intensive assays that allow a higher throughput of cells, 
such as microfluidics. Aged yeast cells can be enriched in cultures via a biotin-
streptavidin affinity purification method with magnetic bead-sorting to study 
the effects of cellular aging (Smeal et al., 1996). The cell walls of young cells 
from a mid-logarithmic culture are biotinylated and allowed to divide under 
regular growth conditions. The cells are sorted with streptavidin-coated 
magnetic beads, so that newly generated unlabeled daughter cells are removed 
through washes, while old biotinylated cells are collected. These cycles of 
growth and sorting can be performed multiple times depending on the desired 
average age of the collected cells. The enrichment of old cells can also be 
performed through genetic manipulation (mother enrichment program, MEP) 
(Lindstrom and Gottschling, 2009) or by using a chemostat that continuously 
removes and resupplies media (Hendrickson et al., 2018; Miller et al., 2013; 
Yang and Pon, 2022). The age of yeast cells can be determined by staining and 
counting bud scars, since each division event leaves the cell with a round scar, 
where the daughter cell budded off. 

4.2 REPORTERS TO STUDY SPQC 
To monitor the process of spatial sequestration of protein aggregates, the usage 
of different misfolding proteins has been key. The method of choice is 
commonly fluorescence microscopy, which is why the reporter proteins often 
contain fusions to fluorescent proteins. Pathways of sPQC have been studied 
using protein fusions of molecular chaperones that associate with protein 
aggregates, mostly by tagging the general disaggregase Hsp104 (Fujita et al., 
1998; Lum et al., 2004). Additionally, various reporters were employed to 
model endogenous misfolding proteins, e.g. Ubc9-ts (Kaganovich et al., 2008). 
Both strategies serve to understand the response of the budding yeast PQC in 
different conditions. The cell is capable of handling numerous challenges to 
proteostasis without any obvious defects in cellular fitness, e.g. when 
overproducing the misfolding reporter proteins guk1-7, gus1-3 and pro3-1 
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(Paper II), which provokes the questions why a small subset of misfolding 
protein species leads to toxicity and which protein attributes constitute 
proteotoxicity (Kaganovich et al., 2008). Unraveling the cellular pathways that 
fail to handle such proteins is crucial to understand disease etiology and to find 
therapeutic targets.  

Numerous models of protein conformational disorders have been developed 
for budding yeast, including several prions, huntingtin (HD), alpha-synuclein 
(PD) and amyloid-beta (AD). Since S. cerevisiae lacks homologs of 
neurodegenerative disease proteins, they are commonly ectopically expressed, 
often with inducible promoters to control toxicity. The use of such disease 
proteins in budding yeast has considerably contributed to the understanding of 
cellular mechanisms that handle such aggregates. For example, expression of 
the huntingtin exon-1 in yeast and mammalian cells results in the same 
aggregation behavior in those cell models in that the length of the polyQ tract 
determines the severity of aggregation (Krobitsch and Lindquist, 2000). The 
yeast model helped unravel the complex mechanisms behind the cellular 
toxicity of mutant huntingtin. It was found that amino acid sequences flanking 
the polyQ exon determine toxicity, even when expressed in trans in other 
polypeptides, and that other parts of the proteome, such as presence and 
conformation of certain other Q-rich proteins can modulate toxicity 
(Duennwald et al., 2006b, 2006a). Moreover, the yeast Hsp40s Ydj1 and Sis1 
were found to modulate toxicity of mutant huntingtin (Gokhale et al., 2005) 
and later reports confirmed such a role also for human Hsp40 in a mouse model 
(Kakkar et al., 2016b) and for other neurological disease proteins (Kakkar et 
al., 2016a). The expression of disease proteins in yeast also indicated that 
metastable and disease proteins competing for the same PQC resources, i.e. 
limited chaperone availability and proteasome capacity, contributes to toxicity 
(Park et al., 2013). Similar results were obtained in a mouse model of HD, 
where the progressive decline of several chaperone levels in the brain 
correlated with disease pathogenesis (Hay et al., 2004). This concept would 
also account for the age association that is observed for such neurodegenerative 
diseases, since the PQC capacity progressively declines with age. We 
employed the neurological disease proteins of HD, PD and AD to assess how 
the function of vesicle trafficking in sPQC of endogenous and misfolding 
reporter proteins may translate when exposing the cells to neurological disease 
proteins (Paper III, IV). We monitored growth rate and fitness as phenotypic 
readouts of toxicity and found a potential function in mitigating toxicity for 
both Sed5 and Sec7 of the vesicle trafficking machinery. 
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(Paper II), which provokes the questions why a small subset of misfolding 
protein species leads to toxicity and which protein attributes constitute 
proteotoxicity (Kaganovich et al., 2008). Unraveling the cellular pathways that 
fail to handle such proteins is crucial to understand disease etiology and to find 
therapeutic targets.  

Numerous models of protein conformational disorders have been developed 
for budding yeast, including several prions, huntingtin (HD), alpha-synuclein 
(PD) and amyloid-beta (AD). Since S. cerevisiae lacks homologs of 
neurodegenerative disease proteins, they are commonly ectopically expressed, 
often with inducible promoters to control toxicity. The use of such disease 
proteins in budding yeast has considerably contributed to the understanding of 
cellular mechanisms that handle such aggregates. For example, expression of 
the huntingtin exon-1 in yeast and mammalian cells results in the same 
aggregation behavior in those cell models in that the length of the polyQ tract 
determines the severity of aggregation (Krobitsch and Lindquist, 2000). The 
yeast model helped unravel the complex mechanisms behind the cellular 
toxicity of mutant huntingtin. It was found that amino acid sequences flanking 
the polyQ exon determine toxicity, even when expressed in trans in other 
polypeptides, and that other parts of the proteome, such as presence and 
conformation of certain other Q-rich proteins can modulate toxicity 
(Duennwald et al., 2006b, 2006a). Moreover, the yeast Hsp40s Ydj1 and Sis1 
were found to modulate toxicity of mutant huntingtin (Gokhale et al., 2005) 
and later reports confirmed such a role also for human Hsp40 in a mouse model 
(Kakkar et al., 2016b) and for other neurological disease proteins (Kakkar et 
al., 2016a). The expression of disease proteins in yeast also indicated that 
metastable and disease proteins competing for the same PQC resources, i.e. 
limited chaperone availability and proteasome capacity, contributes to toxicity 
(Park et al., 2013). Similar results were obtained in a mouse model of HD, 
where the progressive decline of several chaperone levels in the brain 
correlated with disease pathogenesis (Hay et al., 2004). This concept would 
also account for the age association that is observed for such neurodegenerative 
diseases, since the PQC capacity progressively declines with age. We 
employed the neurological disease proteins of HD, PD and AD to assess how 
the function of vesicle trafficking in sPQC of endogenous and misfolding 
reporter proteins may translate when exposing the cells to neurological disease 
proteins (Paper III, IV). We monitored growth rate and fitness as phenotypic 
readouts of toxicity and found a potential function in mitigating toxicity for 
both Sed5 and Sec7 of the vesicle trafficking machinery. 
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4.3 GENOME-WIDE SCREENS 
A major benefit of working with budding yeast is that genetic manipulations 
are easy and fast compared to more complex eukaryotes. Additionally, mutant 
collections are available for the entire yeast genome. Such collections are 
commercially available for various genetic manipulations such as 
overexpression of a gene or titratable shutoff of expression and for fusions of 
gene products with different tags, e.g. GFP or HA, allowing for microscopic 
and biochemical applications.  

The collections are not only convenient to attain certain modified strains but 
also to perform entire genome-wide screens. For this, the collections of interest 
are crossed with a query strain according to synthetic genetic array (SGA) 
methodology. The SGA query strain contains certain genetic elements that 
allow plate-based selection of the haploid double mutants of interest (Tong et 
al., 2001). Genome-wide screens are an explorative approach that allows to 
pinpoint, for example, pathways, complexes or biological functions that are 
relevant for the phenotype in question. The resulting genes or “hits” can be 
applied to GO (gene ontology) term enrichment analysis, facilitating the 
grouping into biological and molecular functions, cellular location of the gene 
product, metabolic pathway etc. based on known GO term annotations. 
Another analysis available for yeast is SAFE (Spatial analysis of functional 
enrichment) (Baryshnikova, 2016), which reveals enrichments for genetic 
profile similarity to annotate data. This analysis is based on the genetic 
interaction data of S. cerevisiae that has been acquired by the research groups 
that designed the SGA methodology and performs an analysis based on the 
similarity between genetic interaction profiles of genes; it is thus different from 
GO term enrichment analysis. A simplified version of SAFE analysis is 
available as an in-browser online tool (Usaj et al., 2017).  

Yeast collections have been used extensively in studies on proteostasis (Hill et 
al., 2016; Liu et al., 2010; Popova et al., 2021; Song et al., 2014; Willingham 
et al., 2003) as they allow to explore questions on a genome-wide basis. The 
SGA methodology can be used to create custom genome-wide libraries with 
different follow-up applications. We employed genome-wide screens to 
uncover vesicle trafficking as a major pathway of sPQC by assessing mutant 
fitness on AZC plates and by monitoring inclusion formation with high-content 
microscopy (Paper III, IV). In another microscopy screen we uncover sorting 
factors required for the subcellular localization of protein aggregates 
(Paper V). Other proteostasis research based on SGA methodology in yeast 
defined the RQC and endocytosis as pathways involved in managing mutant 
huntingtin (Berglund et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2017), found 
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modifiers of toxicity of amyloid-beta (AD) (Chen et al., 2020; Treusch et al., 
2011), alpha-synuclein (PD) (Höllerhage et al., 2019; Willingham et al., 2003) 
and mutant huntingtin (HD) (Willingham et al., 2003) and identified 
asymmetry-generating genes for heat-induced protein aggregates (Hill et al., 
2016). The unbiased screens performed in our studies and others helped 
unravel a potential mechanism of CytoQ to IPOD inclusion formation via 
vesicle trafficking components, which emphasizes that our knowledge about 
the PQC machinery is not exhaustive and novel factors can still be identified 
(Hill et al., 2016; Rössler et al., 2019, Paper III). 

4.4 MICROSCOPY 
Studies of sPQC heavily rely on microscopy to visualize protein aggregates 
and how they are sequestered into larger inclusions at certain sites in the cell. 
Light microscopy (LM) allows the visualization of fluorescent protein fusions 
in live cells, which is especially useful for timelapse microscopy to monitor 
e.g. aggregate inheritance, disaggregation behavior of aggregates or 
localization of protein aggregates throughout the recovery process at standard 
growth temperature after heat shock (Paper I, II, III). Fluorescence microscopy 
also enables co-localization studies with other protein fusions (Paper IV) or 
organelles (Paper V). For most sPQC questions, a standard microscope suffices 
but it is possible to increase resolution to visualize details, e.g. with SIM 
(structured illumination microscopy, Paper II). The visualization of aggregates 
in live cells also allows application of advanced imaging methods such as FCS 
(fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, Paper III, IV), which we used to 
quantify Hsp104-GFP dynamics. When live dynamics are not desired, it is 
possible to fix the cells at different time points during stress treatments (Papers 
I-V). We found fixation especially useful for the high content-microscopy 
screen because it allows us to fix the cells on the entire 96-well plate at the 
same time. Live cells could erroneously display certain sPQC phenotypes due 
to the image acquisition time across a 96-well plate. The addition of tags on 
proteins comes with certain risks (Paper I), it is thus advantageous to confirm 
that the fluorescent protein fusion is a valid reporter on the behavior of the 
protein itself. One option to confirm functionality of a protein fusion is to 
perform immunofluorescence against the untagged protein of interest and 
compare to the tagged version (Paper V).  

Another option to investigate sPQC is electron microscopy (EM), which 
visualizes protein aggregates as ribosome-excluding, electron-dense 
structures. It is thus possible to omit immunolabeling when endogenous protein 
aggregates are of interest (Paper II). In this context, yeast cells can be imaged 
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at ultra-resolution without employing any fluorescent fusions for protein 
aggregates. Additionally, the images show organelles and most cellular 
structures simultaneously without the need of fluorescent stains or protein 
fusions, which are limited due to compatibility of fluorescent tags. The ultra-
resolution of yeast cells allowed us to discover the clustering of virus-like 
particles (VLPs) in proximity to protein aggregates during heat stress, which 
could have gone unnoticed when only relying on LM (Paper V). 
Immunolabeling can be performed to visualize specific proteins or structures 
using antibodies with colloidal gold. We were able to expand the method 
through double-immunolabeling and determined the distances between two 
protein species mixed within common inclusions (Paper II). 
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 MAIN FINDINGS 
The following highlights findings from each article, which are discussed and 
put into context of proteostasis research in the sections thereafter. 

Paper I 

• Comparative analysis of a suite of fluorescent proteins fused to 
endogenous Hsp104 reveals that the tags affect several PQC 
functions of the disaggregase to varying degrees 

• Hsp104 fusions cause decreased Hsp104 levels  
• Hsp104-mScI displays rapid aggregate clearance and full 

thermotolerance, which were both impaired in other Hsp104 
fusions 

Paper II 

• guk1-7, gus1-3 and pro3-1 form heat-induced non-toxic protein 
aggregates that are subjected to sPQC 

• The reporters mainly follow common PQC pathways but 
significant differences exist in their processing 

• pro3-1 is cleared faster than other protein aggregates even from 
inclusions shared with slowly resolved protein  

• Rapid pro3-1 clearance from shared inclusions requires Hsp104 
and is not facilitated through spatial compartmentalization of 
different protein species 

Paper III 

• Screening the non-essential gene mutant collection for factors 
required for inclusion formation reveals vesicle trafficking 
components such as the COG (conserved oligomeric Golgi) 
complex 

• COG acts through Sed5 and COPII-dependent anterograde 
trafficking in inclusion formation and clearance 

• Hsp104 associates with COP vesicles 
• Sed5 mitigates proteotoxicity 
• Sed5 sorts misfolded proteins to mitochondria, thereby boosting 

aggregate clearance 
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Paper IV 

• Screening the essential gene mutant collection for factors required 
for inclusion formation reveals vesicle trafficking components 
including Sec7 

• Sec7 is a limiting factor for inclusion formation during heat stress 
and aging 

• Sec7 has a role in mitigating proteotoxicity 

Paper V 

• Endogenous protein aggregates and misfolding proteins localize 
to both mitochondria and virus-like particles (VLPs) upon heat 
stress 

• Factors required for sorting towards this aggregate deposition site 
differ depending on the misfolding protein species 

• Lack of Clu1 causes partial mis-localization of aggregates but 
only subtle effects on proteostasis 

• VLPs may affect PQC and vice-versa 

5.2 FLUORESCENT PROTEIN FUSIONS AND 
MISFOLDING REPORTER PROTEINS 

Several fluorescently tagged misfolding reporters have been developed for 
studies of sPQC, as they allow either tracking components of the PN in the cell 
or directly monitoring misfolding proteins. Such reporters exist both for 
endogenous proteins (e.g. fluorescently tagged Hsp104, Hsp42, Ubc9-ts) and 
for proteins of conformational protein diseases (e.g. mutant Huntingtin, alpha-
synuclein). They come with potential caveats that may affect the physiology 
of the cell. For example, tagging Hsp104 influences various PQC phenotypes 
(Paper I), Ubc9-ts is toxic (Oling et al., 2014), VHL does not have a properly 
folding control reporter (Kaganovich et al., 2008), and expression of 
neurodegenerative disease proteins is often controlled with inducible 
promoters to evade toxicity during growth and entails a shift in cell physiology 
to induce expression, e.g. a change in carbon source. Therefore, we aimed to 
extend the available endogenous fluorescent protein fusions of Hsp104 and test 
their behavior in common PQC assays (Paper I) and additionally, characterize 
a set of misfolding proteins, which are subjected to sPQC and not toxic (Paper 
II).  

We tagged Hsp104 with mGFP, mNeonGreen and mSc-I, and compared the 
newly generated fluorescent fusions to the Hsp104-GFP strain from the GFP-
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tagged collection (Huh et al., 2003), to untagged Hsp104 (BY4741) and to a 
strain lacking the disaggregase (hsp104∆), in several standard proteostasis 
assays (Paper I). The fluorescent proteins did not cause any toxic gain-of-
function detectable in growth rate or fitness, since all tagged strains behaved 
the same as the untagged strain and the strain lacking the gene. In several 
assays, however, we noted phenotypic differences not only due to presence of 
a tag but differing in severity depending on which fluorescent protein was 
fused to Hsp104. All protein fusions were affected in their protein levels and 
in the induction of Hsp104 production upon heat shock compared to the 
untagged disaggregase. However, the GFP fusion performed poorly in 
aggregate clearance after heat shock and in thermotolerance. While mGFP and 
mNeonGreen displayed intermediate phenotypes, the mSc-I fusion was 
markedly more efficient at aggregate removal and thermotolerance than the 
other fluorescent protein fusions.  

The comparative analysis of these different endogenous Hsp104 fusions 
clearly shows that fluorescent tagging affects Hsp104 function and, more 
importantly, that the extent of such effects differs depending on the respective 
fluorescent protein. Consequently, fluorescent tagging can alter and impair 
chaperone function tremendously. It is thus important to consider that 
phenotypic readouts may differ depending on the fluorescent tag, especially 
when comparing Hsp104 behavior across studies. The results strengthen the 
idea that it is favorable to include several reporters in sPQC studies and to 
combine fluorescently tagged chaperones with monitoring misfolding protein 
reporters (e.g. Paper III, V).  

The misfolding reporter proteins guk1-7, gus1-3 and pro3-1 allowed us to 
study the response of the PQC machinery towards the same reporter constructs 
of different protein species (Paper II). gus1-3 requires partially different PQC 
machineries than the other two reporters, which emphasizes the necessity of 
different misfolding reporter proteins to identify general versus context-
specific PQC mechanisms and that this has the potential to reveal novel PQC 
pathways. Additionally, our data indicates that even when sorting of 
aggregates follows a common pathway, i.e. to the inclusion site at 
mitochondria, the sorting factors differ depending on the protein species (Paper 
V). Going forward with research on these reporter proteins, it would be 
exciting to find the PQC pathways responsible for gus1-3 degradation, since 
the proteasome does not successfully degrade gus1-3 (Khosrow-Khavar et al., 
2012, Paper II). Overall, the PN components that handle the three reporter 
proteins during heat stress require further characterization. We found that 
aggregate formation before stress, disaggregation behavior of guk1-7 and 
gus1-3 during continuous mild heat shock and inclusion formation efficiency 
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were similarly impaired in both hsp104∆ and ssa1∆ ssa2∆ mutant cells, which 
is plausible given the functional interdependency of the Hsp100-Hsp70 bi-
chaperone system (Winkler et al., 2012) and is in line with previous reports 
using these mutants (Andersson et al., 2021). The behavior of pro3-1 during 
the time course, however, is notably different between the two PQC mutants. 
In contrast to hsp104∆ cells, pro3-1 forms aggregates at standard growth 
temperature in the Hsp70 double mutant. We have not observed pro3-1 to 
aggregate before stress in any other condition or mutant, it would thus be 
interesting to elucidate the mechanism of Hsp70 function or related pathways 
that maintain pro3-1 stable at standard growth. 

The reporter proteins will also prove useful to investigate PQC under regular 
growth conditions and during replicative aging, since guk1-7 and gus1-3 
misfold to some extent at 30°C. This allows performing experiments in the 
absence of stress, in contrast to the conditions required for other reporters of 
sPQC, such as proteasome inhibition and heat shock. While they do not affect 
replicative lifespan or fitness (Paper II), it would be interesting to elucidate the 
machineries handling these proteins successfully during aging and, in 
comparison to toxic disease proteins, whether any of these PQC pathways fail 
for other proteins. The reporters could also be used to define the PQC pathways 
required to maintain their proper processing and if they can become toxic when 
such genes or pathways are incapacitated. For this, genome-wide SGA screens 
could be performed using mutant collections containing the ts versions (guk1-
7-GFP, gus1-3-GFP, pro3-1-GFP) versus corresponding properly folding wild 
type versions (Guk1-GFP, Gus1-GFP, Pro3-GFP). A fitness decrease when 
comparing double mutants of the ts and the wild type reporters would reveal 
components that are required to prevent their cytotoxicity. 

5.3 DIFFERENTIAL PROCESSING OF 
MISFOLDING PROTEINS 

Deciphering the PQC response to different misfolding proteins is crucial to 
gain insight into detrimental characteristics of misfolded proteins that cause 
the PQC machinery to fail and result in toxicity. We sought out to compare the 
processing of three misfolding proteins to determine if the PQC machinery 
handles them similarly. None of the reporters were able to evade PQC, as they 
are all processed successfully and thus non-toxic (Paper II). In fact, gus1-3 
seemed to pose a bigger challenge to the cell to be recognized and removed by 
the PQC machinery, yet we detected no perturbation in cell growth and fitness, 
even at higher temperatures, when misfolding of gus1-3 is heavily induced. 
gus1-3 overall requires additional pathways of PQC for its management 
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compared to guk1-7 and pro3-1, as its degradation is not proteasome-
dependent, gus1-3 aggregates are partially deficient in recruitment of the 
Hsp104 disaggregase and form a small fraction of “additional” aggregates that 
do not co-localize with the other two reporters in pairwise combinations. Even 
when increasing temperature of the thermal insult, gus1-3 behaved somewhat 
different from the other reporters, since guk1-7 and pro3-1 accumulated into 
nucleolar rings at 42°C in addition to cytosolic aggregates, while gus1-3 did 
not (Paper II). Interestingly, despite these differences, all reporters were 
ultimately sequestered to an inclusion site in proximity to mitochondria during 
mild heat shock, even though they likely rely on differential sorting factors for 
this localization (Paper V). Despite mainly co-aggregating at the same deposit 
site, pro3-1 was more rapidly cleared out from cells than the other reporters 
and its clearance rate was not decelerated when combined in the same inclusion 
with guk1-7 or gus1-3, which are both slowly resolved. The differential 
processing of pro3-1 in pairwise combination strains requires action of 
Hsp104, but the mechanism is not resolved. Since pro3-1 aggregate clearance 
is barely affected in ssa1∆ ssa2∆ cells but depends on Hsp104, a different 
cytosolic Hsp70 could be part of the PQC targeting pro3-1. pro3-1 misfolds 
during active translation at the ribosome (temperature-sensitive synthesis, tss 
protein) and could thus be a client of the RAC-Ssb system. For future work on 
this project, it would be interesting to pinpoint the factors involved in such 
differential clearance and whether PQC factors targeting the proteins differ, or 
this occurs based exclusively on properties of the protein species involved (e.g. 
due to higher stability of pro3-1 at 30°C than of guk1-7). It is conceivable that 
mechanisms of differential processing of certain protein species may also play 
a role in the handling of disease proteins. To understand potential implications 
for toxicity, it would thus be useful to assess clearance of combinations of non-
toxic and disease protein reporters and determine the operating parts of the 
PQC machinery. Overall, the article highlights that each protein species comes 
with its own characteristics and depends on differential processing factors 
(Paper II). 

5.4 VESICLE TRAFFICKING IN SPQC AND 
DISEASE PROTEIN DETOXIFICATION 

We employed unbiased genome-wide screens combined with high content-
microscopy to identify factors required for functional inclusion formation of 
heat-induced endogenous protein aggregates (Paper III, IV). We found, in both 
the non-essential and the essential mutant collections, strong enrichments for 
vesicle trafficking pathways and components. These findings are in accordance 
with previous work on sorting endogenous and amyloid-like misfolding 
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proteins to IPOD inclusions (Hill et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2016). Our screens 
revealed specific machineries of late endocytosis required for inclusion 
formation, including the inositide-3,5-bisphosphate kinase complex, the COG 
complex, the HOPS and CORVET complexes and the Mon2-Arl1 Golgi 
network. We pinpointed that the COG complex acts through the essential yeast 
cis-Golgi t-SNARE syntaxin, Sed5, in inclusion formation and aggregate 
clearance and found Sed5 to specifically boost disaggregation without simply 
increasing levels of known PN factors. Sed5 function in sPQC depended on 
COPII-dependent anterograde transport from ER to Golgi, which defines this 
part of vesicle trafficking as a component of the PN. The connection between 
endogenous protein aggregates and anterograde trafficking is further 
strengthened by biochemical data from Hill et al., which identified vesicle 
trafficking components, including COPII vesicle components, as physical 
interactors of Hsp104 (Hill et al., 2016). We also found that Hsp104 co-
localizes and physically interacts with the trans Golgi network component 
Sec7 (Paper III, Hill et al., 2016), which we defined as limiting in sPQC in a 
similar manner as Sed5, acting in an Hsp70-dependent PQC pathway (Paper 
IV). The inclusion formation boosted by Sed5 leads to deposition of protein 
aggregates in proximity to mitochondria, not JUNQ/INQ, and thus identifies 
the Sed5-mediated inclusion formation as a sorting pathway of endogenous 
heat-induced protein aggregates to mitochondria. The sorting towards 
mitochondria is important for Sed5-mediated aggregate clearance, and depends 
on Myo2-dependent transport, mitochondrial function and vacuole-
mitochondria contact sites (vCLAMP). This newly defined vesicle trafficking 
route as a component of the PN was not only relevant in sPQC but also in 
detoxification of misfolded proteins (genome-wide screen with AZC, Paper 
III) and neurological disease proteins (Paper III, IV). We expanded our 
understanding of vesicle trafficking in sPQC during heat shock to replicatively 
aged cells and found that, while overproduction of Sec7 does not extend 
replicative lifespan, it does improve age-associated aggregation (Paper IV). It 
is currently unclear if the Vac17, Sed5 and Sec7 pathways for inclusion 
deposition are targeting misfolded proteins to the same, common inclusion site. 
It will be important to put these findings into context, for example to determine 
whether the Sed5 PQC pathway converges with the Sec7 pathway downstream 
in the vesicle trafficking route and how Sed5 and Sec7 relate to the Vac17-
Myo2-dependent inclusion formation at the vacuole.  

A part of the vesicle trafficking route in sPQC that is rather understudied is the 
involvement of the actin cytoskeleton. Assuming that aggregates associated 
with vesicles and potentially hitchhiked on them to inclusion sites, their 
transport would demand a functional actin cytoskeleton. However, the 
involvement of the cytoskeleton in sorting to inclusion sites has been 
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ambiguous (Escusa-Toret et al., 2013; Kaganovich et al., 2008; Specht et al., 
2011), in contrast to its clear function in establishing asymmetry (Liu et al., 
2011). While we and others were able to identify the role of various vesicle 
trafficking components and Myo2-based transport in IPOD inclusion 
formation (Hill et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2016, Paper III), and know 
aggregates of several protein species to localize to actin cables (Liu et al., 2011; 
Song et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2016), the presumed direct involvement of actin 
and its transport function in this sPQC pathway remains to be demonstrated.  

5.5 INCLUSION FORMATION AT 
MITOCHONDRIA AND VLPS 

The inclusion formation of aggregates at mitochondria was previously 
proposed for certain heat shock conditions and reporter proteins (Böckler et 
al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2014, Paper III), which we confirmed by EM of 
endogenous protein aggregates resolved temporally over a continuous mild 
heat shock (Paper V). We found the misfolded reporter proteins guk1-7, gus1-
3 and pro3-1 to form inclusions at the same site (Paper II), indicating that 
sequestration of aggregates at mitochondria is a common pathway of various 
protein species, even when they partially rely on different PQC machineries 
for their processing (Paper II). High content-microscopy screens identified 
differential sorting factors for gus1-3 and Hsp104 into inclusions near 
mitochondria, however, no major defects in fitness and proteostasis were found 
when disrupting the inclusion formation at mitochondria by genetics (clu1∆). 
It is possible that any defects would be moderate and not detected by our assays 
since the localization of aggregates to mitochondria can only be disrupted to a 
limited extent due to random 
association that accounts for 
factors such as cell size and the 
space that mitochondria and 
aggregates occupy within the cell. 
Zhou et al. predicted this random 
association to be around 50% in 
wild type cells and the largest 
disruption they observed was from 
ca. 90% of aggregates at 
mitochondria in wild type to ca. 
55% in fis1∆ cells, emphasizing 
that a substantial number of 
protein aggregates still localize to 
mitochondria. The random 

Figure 9: Virus-like particles (yellow) cluster at 
protein aggregates (blue) near mitochondria at 
intermediate times of mild heat shock. 
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association could explain the somewhat subtle effects of distal aggregate 
localization relative to mitochondria on asymmetric inheritance (Zhou et al., 
2014) and clearance of aggregates (Paper III).  

We identified another cellular component in proximity of aggregates and 
mitochondria, the virus-like particles (VLPs) (Paper V, Figure 9). VLPs are 
small, membrane-less bodies, similar to retroviral nucleocapsids, and are part 
of the retrotransposition cycle of the Ty transposable elements (Garfinkel et 
al., 1985). Budding yeast harbors five families of Ty retrotransposons, Ty1-
Ty5, which are long-terminal repeat (LTR) RNA transposons scattered over 
the genome. They make up ca. 3.5% of the S288C yeast genome (Maxwell, 
2020). These retrotransposons are evolutionary conserved and play a role in 
adaptation to environmental cues and contribute to evolution (Garfinkel, 
2005). They proliferate in a similar way to retroviruses but are not infectious.  

Ty1 is the most abundant and 
best characterized of the five 
retrotransposon families in S. 
cerevisiae (Curcio M. Joan et 
al., 2015). The Ty1 genetic 
element is flanked by LTRs at 
each end and consists of two 
partially overlapping open 
reading frames, GAG and POL 
(Figure 10). GAG encodes the 
structural capsid protein, while 
POL, with a small overlap into 
GAG, encodes the Gag-Pol polyprotein, which is cleaved into three enzymes 
required for retrotransposition: protease, reverse transcriptase and integrase. 
The intracellular replication cycle of Ty retrotransposons (Figure 11) begins 
with transcription of the Ty genomic element and its subsequent export from 
the nucleus into the cytoplasm. The RNA becomes translated into p49-Gag and 
p199-Gag-Pol. These three components assemble into cytoplasmic retrosomes 
or T-bodies, which are sites of VLP nucleation. The RNA becomes packaged 
as dimers into VLPs, in which the maturation into p45-Gag, protease, reverse 
transcriptase and integrase occurs. Consequently, all components are 
assembled for retrotransposition itself to occur, i.e. reverse transcription of Ty 
RNA into cDNA, which becomes integrated into the nuclear genome.  

Figure 10: Ty1 genetic element and its translation 
products p49-Gag and p199-Gag-Pol. Arrows 
indicate processing sites within the products 
encoded by the Ty1 element.  
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Retrotransposition is the only established function of VLPs but does not occur 
at 37°C (Lawler Joseph F. et al., 2002; Menees and Sandmeyer, 1996; Paquin 
and Williamson, 1984). Retrotransposition frequency is optimal at 20°C and 
thus studied at lower temperature. It is known that VLPs at 37°C do not contain 
cDNA due to a cDNA synthesis defect and a reduction in RT and PR activities, 
potentially due to conformational changes of the Gag-Pol polyprotein. 
Visualization by EM indicates that the structures we observe are assembled 
VLPs. The constructs we used in LM, Gag1-GFP and anti-Gag, are the Gag 
protein of Ty1 tagged with GFP and an antibody recognizing the Gag proteins 
of all Ty families, respectively. At this point, we cannot exclude that we are 
visualizing partially unassembled/immature VLPs or potentially misfolding 
components of them using these methods and thus observe the co-localization 
with protein aggregates, which could imply that PQC affects VLPs. In turn, it 
is also possible that VLPs affect sPQC, i.e. that their presence at aggregates 
has a role in protein aggregation, clearance or sorting into inclusions. We will 

Figure 11: Ty1 retrotransposition cycle. RNA transcribed from the Ty1 element within a 
chromosome is exported into the cytoplasm for translation. RNA and Gag accumulate into foci, 
which become assembled into VLPs, which are Gag capsids containing RNA dimers (inset). Ty1 
cDNA is generated by reverse transcription and finally imported into the nucleus for genomic 
integration. 
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follow up by using a VLP-less strain and monitoring sPQC in these cells upon 
heat shock. Whether there is any physiological relevance to the localization of 
aggregates to mitochondria and/or VLPs remains to be determined. Similarly, 
since this co-localization was not reported before, nothing is known about the 
clustering of VLPs at mitochondria during heat shock, regardless of protein 
aggregation. It will be interesting to test if mutants with mis-localization of 
protein aggregates distal to mitochondria display altered VLP localization. Our 
preliminary data using GBP-Pea2 constructs indicates that aggregates and 
VLPs can localize somewhat separately from one another (Paper V) but we 
have not visualized mitochondria in this regard. 

Retrotransposition is increased with age in eukaryotes from budding yeast and 
C. elegans to mice and human cells (De Cecco et al., 2013b, 2013a; Dennis et 
al., 2012; Hu et al., 2014; Li et al., 2013; Van Meter et al., 2014). This increase 
correlates with genomic instability (Maxwell et al., 2011; Patterson et al., 
2015; Umezu et al., 2002), one of the hallmarks of aging (López-Otín et al., 
2013). It was previously shown that the increase in Ty1 retrotransposition in 
yeast mothers relative to daughters was not due to asymmetry between Ty1 
mRNA levels or Gag accumulation in mother cells but was correlated 
specifically with a Ty1 cDNA increase in mother cells. The researchers also 
tested mutants of the ER diffusion barrier and efficient retention of protein 
aggregates in mother cells (hsp104∆) and found that these known asymmetry 
establishing factors are not required for the mother-biased Ty1 retromobility 
(Patterson et al., 2015). In this context of aging, we plan to monitor VLP-less 
cells during aging, their replicative lifespan and the capacity of their sPQC 
machinery. 

An important question that I would like to address in future work is which 
functional, physiological relevance the intracellular location of inclusions has, 
which is intimately connected to further our understanding about aggregate 
features that constitute toxicity. At this point, some reports argue for the actual 
site of sequestration influencing fitness, while others suggest that the 
intracellular location itself is not relevant for cytotoxicity, as long as smaller 
aggregates are sequestered into larger, protective inclusions. For example, cells 
lacking the NEF Fes1 and Hsp104 are temperature-sensitive due to 
stabilization of Hsp70-client interactions, but their fitness can be maintained 
or even restored by expressing a nucleus-targeted Hsp42 version or by 
expressing a Btn2 variant restricted to the cytosol. This indicates that the 
sequestrase itself (Hsp42 vs. Btn2) and the site of inclusions (nucleus vs. 
cytosol), are interchangeable and that cells maintain fitness as long as 
sequestration occurs (Ho et al., 2019). This concept would be in line with the 
lack of toxicity in proteostasis assays observed in a mutant of the mitochondrial 
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deposition pathway of endogenous aggregates (clu1∆, Paper V). In contrast to 
these findings, using amyloid-like aggregate reporters in human cells, it was 
found that inclusion formation in the perinuclear region is more cytoprotective 
than cytosolic aggregation, as the inclusions in the cytosol co-aggregated with 
unrelated cellular proteins and thereby disrupted secondary processes 
(Woerner et al., 2016). Similarly, it was shown that toxicity is determined by 
aggregation within JUNQ vs. aggregation in cytosolic foci (Weisberg et al., 
2012). Additionally, a study using budding yeast found the Hsp70/90 co-
chaperone Sti1 to suppress cytotoxicity of mutant Huntingtin by promoting the 
formation of juxtanuclear inclusions instead of cytosolic aggregation (Wolfe 
et al., 2013). The ambiguity of the significance of subcellular inclusion 
location for proteotoxicity might be related to the different characteristics that 
the protein species of interest entails, for example whether it forms amorphous 
or amyloid-like aggregates. 
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clustering of VLPs at mitochondria during heat shock, regardless of protein 
aggregation. It will be interesting to test if mutants with mis-localization of 
protein aggregates distal to mitochondria display altered VLP localization. Our 
preliminary data using GBP-Pea2 constructs indicates that aggregates and 
VLPs can localize somewhat separately from one another (Paper V) but we 
have not visualized mitochondria in this regard. 

Retrotransposition is increased with age in eukaryotes from budding yeast and 
C. elegans to mice and human cells (De Cecco et al., 2013b, 2013a; Dennis et 
al., 2012; Hu et al., 2014; Li et al., 2013; Van Meter et al., 2014). This increase 
correlates with genomic instability (Maxwell et al., 2011; Patterson et al., 
2015; Umezu et al., 2002), one of the hallmarks of aging (López-Otín et al., 
2013). It was previously shown that the increase in Ty1 retrotransposition in 
yeast mothers relative to daughters was not due to asymmetry between Ty1 
mRNA levels or Gag accumulation in mother cells but was correlated 
specifically with a Ty1 cDNA increase in mother cells. The researchers also 
tested mutants of the ER diffusion barrier and efficient retention of protein 
aggregates in mother cells (hsp104∆) and found that these known asymmetry 
establishing factors are not required for the mother-biased Ty1 retromobility 
(Patterson et al., 2015). In this context of aging, we plan to monitor VLP-less 
cells during aging, their replicative lifespan and the capacity of their sPQC 
machinery. 

An important question that I would like to address in future work is which 
functional, physiological relevance the intracellular location of inclusions has, 
which is intimately connected to further our understanding about aggregate 
features that constitute toxicity. At this point, some reports argue for the actual 
site of sequestration influencing fitness, while others suggest that the 
intracellular location itself is not relevant for cytotoxicity, as long as smaller 
aggregates are sequestered into larger, protective inclusions. For example, cells 
lacking the NEF Fes1 and Hsp104 are temperature-sensitive due to 
stabilization of Hsp70-client interactions, but their fitness can be maintained 
or even restored by expressing a nucleus-targeted Hsp42 version or by 
expressing a Btn2 variant restricted to the cytosol. This indicates that the 
sequestrase itself (Hsp42 vs. Btn2) and the site of inclusions (nucleus vs. 
cytosol), are interchangeable and that cells maintain fitness as long as 
sequestration occurs (Ho et al., 2019). This concept would be in line with the 
lack of toxicity in proteostasis assays observed in a mutant of the mitochondrial 
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deposition pathway of endogenous aggregates (clu1∆, Paper V). In contrast to 
these findings, using amyloid-like aggregate reporters in human cells, it was 
found that inclusion formation in the perinuclear region is more cytoprotective 
than cytosolic aggregation, as the inclusions in the cytosol co-aggregated with 
unrelated cellular proteins and thereby disrupted secondary processes 
(Woerner et al., 2016). Similarly, it was shown that toxicity is determined by 
aggregation within JUNQ vs. aggregation in cytosolic foci (Weisberg et al., 
2012). Additionally, a study using budding yeast found the Hsp70/90 co-
chaperone Sti1 to suppress cytotoxicity of mutant Huntingtin by promoting the 
formation of juxtanuclear inclusions instead of cytosolic aggregation (Wolfe 
et al., 2013). The ambiguity of the significance of subcellular inclusion 
location for proteotoxicity might be related to the different characteristics that 
the protein species of interest entails, for example whether it forms amorphous 
or amyloid-like aggregates. 
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